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Abstract

To describe the nuclear structure of one or a group of nuclei several observables should be consulted.
The excitation energies of states with given spin and parity is often known and gives a good first
impression. Nevertheless transition strengths of excited states are a much better probe, since they
depend quadratically on the wavefunction. These can be determined in a model-independend way
from the corresponding level lifetime.
Within this work a total of four experiments were performed to measure the lifetime of excited states
in 180 Pt and 178 Hg. In the neutron-deficient mass region close to the shell closure at lead (Z=82) interesting phenomena such as shape coexistence and shape transitions are observed. The most prominent
example is 186 Pb, which exhibits three different shapes. The ground state as well as two excited 0+
states together with the corresponding rotational bands are associated to multiparticle-multihole
excitations resulting in the different shapes. A similar situation is established for the Hg isotopes near
the neutron N=104 midshell, where the lightest isotope for which transition strengths are known
is 180 Hg. Going further away from the shell closure the 176,178,180 Os isotopes are good candidates
for the X(5) symmetry, i.e. the transition from spherical to axially deformed. Two questions arise:
How can the Pt isotopes just between Os and Hg be described and what is the evolution of shape
coexistence in the Hg isotopes leaving neutron midshell?
Both questions are addressed within this thesis. 180 Pt shows no remains of a X(5) like shape transition
and multiparticle-multihole excitations are evident. This structure reaches the ground state and a
new so-called island of inversion is found. This simultaneously answers the longlasting question
whether configuration mixing is needed to describe the Pt isotopes or not. From the excitation
energies 178 Hg is expected to be at the edge of the shape-coexistence region. The measured transition
strengths confirm the shift of the structure with different shape to higher-lying states, but also a new
phenomenon of intermediate deformation (between normal and superdeformation) shows up with
decreasing neutron number. The interpretation is given by comparison to several existing calculations
as well as particular calculations using geometrical models and the interacting boson model.
The experiments were carried out at different accelerator facilities employing the recoil distance
Doppler-shift (RDDS) method, except one experiment when electronic-timing techniques were used
to measure long lifetimes. Further a dedicated plunger apparatus was commissioned during one
experiment. The GALILEO γ-ray spectrometer is the successor of GASP, which necessitated a completely new mechanical design of the plunger. This fragile device newly allows the combination with
charged-particle detectors, e.g. EUCLIDES.
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Zusammenfassung

Um die Kernstruktur eines oder mehrerer Kerne zu beschreiben, sollten mehrere Observablen herangezogen werden. Die Anregungsenergien von Zuständen mit gegebenem Spin und Parität sind
oft bekannt und liefern einen guten ersten Eindruck. Übergangsstärken von angeregten Zuständen
liefern eine bessere Aussage, da sie quadratisch von der Wellenfunktion abhängen. Diese können
modellunabhängig aus korrespondierenden Zustandslebensdauern bestimmt werden.
Innerhalb dieser Arbeit wurden insgesamt vier Experimente durchgeführt, um die Lebensdauer von
angeregten Zuständen in 180 Pt und 178 Hg zu messen. Im neutronenarmen Massenbereich am Schalenverschluss bei Blei (Z = 82) werden interessante Phänomene wie Formkoexistenz und Formübergänge
beobachtet. Das prominenteste Beispiel ist 186 Pb, das drei verschiedene Formen aufweist. Der Grundzustand sowie zwei angeregte 0+ -Zustände zusammen mit den entsprechenden Rotationsbanden
können Teilchen-Loch-Anregungen zugeordnet werden, die zu den verschiedenen Formen führen.
Eine ähnliche Situation ergibt sich für die Hg-Isotope in der Nähe der Schalenmitte für Neutronen
bei N = 104, das leichteste Isotop, für das Übergangsstärken bekannt sind, ist 180 Hg. Entfernt man
sich vom Schalenabschluss, sind die 176,178,180 Os-Isotope gute Kandidaten für die X(5)-Symmetrie,
bzw. dem Übergang von sphärisch zu axial deformierten Kernen. Es stellen sich zwei Fragen: Wie
können die Pt-Isotope zwischen Os und Hg beschrieben werden und wie ist die Entwicklung der
Formkoexistenz in den Hg-Isotopen jenseits der Schalenmitte?
Beide Fragen werden in dieser Arbeit diskutiert. 180 Pt zeigt keine Eigenschaften eines X(5)-ähnlichen
Formübergangs und Teilchen-Loch-Anregungen spielen eine entscheidende Rolle. Diese Struktur
erreicht den Grundzustand und eine neue sogenannte “island of inversion” wurde gefunden. Dies
beantwortet gleichzeitig die langjährige Frage, ob es erforderlich ist veschiedene Konfigurationen zu
mischen, um die Pt-Isotope zu beschreiben oder nicht. Aus den Anregungsenergien in 178 Hg liegt
der Kern voraussichtlich am Rande der Form-Koexistenz-Region. Die gemessenen Übergangsstärken
bestätigen, dass sich die Struktur mit unterschiedlicher Form zu höher liegenden Zuständen verschiebt.
Es tritt jedoch mit abnehmender Neutronenzahl ein neues Phänomen auf, es bildet sich eine mittlere
Deformation (zwischen normaler und Superdeformation) aus. Die Interpretation erfolgt durch den
Vergleich mit mehreren vorhandenen Rechnungen sowie eigenen Berechnungen unter Verwendung
geometrischer Modelle und des Interacting Boson Modells.
Die Experimente wurden an verschiedenen Beschleunigeranlagen mittels der Recoil Distance DopplerShift Methode (RDDS) durchgeführt, lediglich bei einem Experiment zur Messung von langen Lebensdauern wurde elektronisches Timing zur Messung verwendet. Ferner wurde während eines
Experiments ein dedizierter Plunger getestet und in Betrieb genommen. Das GALILEO-Spektrometer
ist der Nachfolger von GASP und erforderte ein völlig neues mechanisches Design des Plungers. Die
fragile Konstruktion ermöglicht erstmalig die Kombination mit Teilchendetektoren wie z.B. EUCLIDES.
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Introduction

1.1 Determination of nuclear level lifetimes
The experimental observables are the lifetimes of excited states, alongside with excitation energies,
branching ratios, conversion coefficients and multipole mixing ratios. This work is restricted to E2
transitions in the yrast band of exotic nuclei, therefore the formulas in the following are valid for this
case. For the comparison to the predictions of nuclear models the transition strength between two
states is a good probe as it is very sensitive to the composition of the wavefunction. The B(E2) value
in units of e2 b2 is calculated from the lifetime τ of a state in ps with initial spin Ji = J and the γ-ray
transition to a state J f = J − 2 via
B(E2; Ji → J f ) = 8.197 · 10−2

bi j
1 + αic (Eγ )

Eγ−5 τ−1 ,

(1.1)

where Eγ is the transition energy in MeV, αic the conversion coefficient and bi j the branching ratio [1].
Using the rotor model one can further calculate a transition quadrupole moment Q t and a quadrupole
deformation β
v
t 16π B(E2; J → J − 2)2(2J − 1)(2J + 1)
Qt =
5
3J(J − 1)
p
25a2 + 16aQ t
β = 0.625(−5a +
)
a
3
a= p
5πZR20

(1.2)

(1.3)

with Z the nuclear charge and R0 the nuclear radius [2]. The latter is of course only meaningful if
the transition happens between two states of an unperturbed rotational band. The B(E2) value on
the contrary is model independent and directly connected to the lifetime. The nuclear level lifetimes
measured within this work range from few to hundreds ps employing the recoil distance Doppler-shift
(RDDS) and electronic-timing methods, which are described in the next two sections.

1.1.1 Recoil distance Doppler-shift method and analysis
The RDDS method is suitable to measure lifetimes between approximately 1 ps to 1 ns. At the limits
stopping effects (for short lifetimes) and geometric effects using collimated detectors or nuclear
deorientation (for long lifetimes) has to be taken into account. None of that was necessary in the
analysis of this data, because the electronic-timing experiment was performed for a long lifetime. The
RDDS method relies on the Doppler shift of γ rays with respect to the velocity of a moving source. A
plunger device is needed for the application of this method and is depicted in Fig. 1. A plunger for
the GALILEO spectrometer [3, 4] in Legnaro, Italy was build within this work and tested successfully.
In this design every optional component is resigned and the setup consists only of a piezo motor
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Figure 1: Schematic picture of a plunger device.

and two stretched foils for the sake of maximal transparency of γ rays and evaporated partciles. In
the plunger the incident beam produces recoils of interest in the target. These excited recoils leave
the target with velocity v1 and after the flight through vacuum with a set distance pass through the
degrader foil where they are slowed down to a velocity v2 < v1 . Excited recoils can therefore radiate
γ rays while at a velocity v1 , referred to as shifted (Esh ), or while travelling at v2 , referred to as
unshifted (Eus ). The shifted and unshifted γ rays can be differentiated when they are detected in
the laboratory as they undergo different Doppler shifts. If the velocity v2 is unequal zero, a Doppler
correction is applied. The lifetime of an excited state can be derived from the ratio of intensites of
shifted and unshifted component with respect to the distance between target and degrader. In the
following only fusion-evaporation reactions are discussed, although the method is independent of
reaction/excitation mechanism. Especially in these kind of reactions the nuclei are highly excited
and one observes a cascade of transitions. The decay curve of the state of interest l i includes not
only the lifetime information of l i , but all the feeding transitions lh with their branching ratios bhi
between states lh and l i have to be taken into account. From the decay law and the superposition of
all participation levels one gets the basic differential equation
ṅi (t) = −λi ni (t) +

X

bhi λh nh (t)

(1.4)

h

where nh (t) denotes the population of level lh at the time t and λh = 1/τh is the decay probability
of level lh with the lifetime τh . The solution of the set of differential equations are the well-known
Bateman equations [5]. Nowadays mathematical programs e.g. Mathematica [6] can be used to
determine the function of the decay curve for the explicit case. This was done in the analysis of

8

178

Hg using the γ-singles data after recoil-decay tagging (RDT) [7]. Two problems remain in this

method, first one needs to know the absolute distances between target and degrader and second
but even more important is the exact knowledge of feeding. The first problem is easy to overcome
by extrapolation of the capacitance between the two stretched foils [8] or even better by the use of
the Differential decay-curve method (DDCM) [9]. The DDCM only needs relative target to degrader
distances, which are usually known with a precision below 1 µm from an inductive transducer or
the position signal of the motor, which moves the target. In the case of 178 Hg the advantage of the
DDCM disappeared, because only four distances were measured and the feeding of many states
had to be taken into account. The DDCM is even stronger, if the statistics are sufficient to analyse
γγ-coincidences. A coincidence condition is set on a decay branch and eliminates possibly different
feeding times from other branches if set on a feeding transition. In the case of a direct feeder the
lifetime can be directly calculated for each distance using normalized intensities of shifted (Ish ) and
unshifted (Ius ) component and given recoil velocity v via
τ(x) =

Ius (x)
v ddx Ish (x)

(1.5)

if the condition is set only on the shifted component of the feeder [9]. In the case of an indirect
gate or including the unshifted component, the coincident unshifted component of the direct feeder
has to be subtracted from unshifted component of the decay after efficiency correction. The plunger
experiments on
analysis of

178

180

Pt were analyzed using γγ-coincidences. The recoil-decay tagging used in the

Hg is of course also a coincidence condition, but without any influence on the feeding

history. This gate cleans the γ-ray spectra just from the contaminations of all other γ-decaying nuclei.
Here the recoils are not stopped in the degrader and further transported through a recoil separator.
The recoil separator makes use of magnetic and/or electric fields to separate the primary beam from
the nuclei of interest and can be operated either in vacuum or in a gas-filled mode. Here the gas-filled
recoil ion transport unit (RITU) [10, 11] was used to enable the lifetime measurement of excited
states in 178 Hg which is produced with only around 20 µb. Ritu consists of a dipole magnet which is
filled with He gas, that the ensemble of recoils is forced to a mean charge state and can be transported
to the focal plane without much losses. In the focal plane the Gamma Recoil Electron Alpha Tagging
(GREAT) Spectrometer [12] is mounted. The detector system starts with a multiwire proportional
counter (MWPC) which measures an energy loss and the time of flight (ToF) with respect to the
following implantation detector. The radioactive nuclei are finally implanted in a double-sided silicon
strip detector (DSSSD), which measures also the energy of the α decays. With energy and ToF of
the MWPC the recoils can be distinguished from the decay products and the spacial coincidence in
the DSSSD between implantation and decay in a time window given by the half life of the mother
nucleus reduces the background significantly. Ancillary detectors of the GREAT spectromter, which
were not used shall not be discussed here further. Two additional methods were implemented in
the sorting code of GRAIN [13] to increase the statistics and to reduce the background. There is a
non-negligible probability that the α particle leaves the DSSSD without depositing all of its energy,
mostly in the cases when the α particle decays towards the entrance of the DSSSD. If the daughter
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nucleus shows a significant α-decay branch a second time window can be opened corresponding to
the half life of the daughter nucleus after a decay event is detected within the time window for the
mother nucleus and a smaller energy deposition. This can be continued of course for subsequent
decays if an α particle is emitted. In the case of 178 Hg only the successive decay of 174 Pt was used
and increased the statistics by 25 %. Further a random subtraction was implemented which made use
of the timestamps of events registered by the Germanium detector array for the prompt γ emission
and the MWPC. Below the prompt peak in the timespectrum a plateau of random events is present,
which can be subtracted taking events next to the peak since they are randomly distributed. This was
+
+
178
78
a crucial point, because the energy of 4+
Hg and the 2+
Kr
1 → 21 transition in
1 → 01 transition in

are separated by only 0.5 keV. 78 Kr was used as the beam and introduced a lot of random Coulomb
excitation events in the γ spectrum before the subtraction.

1.1.2 Electronic timing and analysis
The electronic-timing, fast-timing or delayed-coincidence technique is capable to measure lifetimes
longer than 10 ps. It does not rely on Doppler shifts and can therefore be used in experiments with
light projectiles. The principle is to measure the time difference between two time-correlated events
[14, 15]. There are several possibilities to measure the time difference, e.g. using timestamps of the
data acquisition system (DAQ) or time to amplitude converters (TAC) and it is independent of the
type of event, e.g. a beam pulse or decay (α, β, γ, conversion electron). The following description is
restricted to the methods used in the electronic-timing experiment on 180 Pt. LaBr3 (C e) detectors
[16] detect γ rays with high efficiency and good energy resolution (compared to other scintillators).
The timing properties are comparable to fast plastic scintillators enabling the operation as start and
stop detectors for the time-difference measurement between the γ rays with good resolution. The
energy resolution is crucial for a high peak to background ratio as the background has a different
timing behaviour. Each detector signal is fed into two branches, the energy and the time branch,
taking the signals from the dynode (energy) and the anode (time) from the photomultiplier of each
detector. The energy signal is connected directly to the DAQ to measure the pulse height. The
time signal is processed first in a constant-fraction discriminator (CFD) and the time difference of
signals converted to an amplitude with a TAC connected to the DAQ. To reduce the needed amount of
analogue electronics (especially TACs) one uses a multiplexed start and multiplexed stop signal for the
time branch [17]. The disadvantage is that the correlation between the time and energy is lost and
only events with multiplicity two in the LaBr detectors can be used. The sorting code has to be adopted
that every detector combination is counted only once, if this combination is connected to several
TACs. Taking triple conicidences an additional energy gate can be set in a HPGe detector to clean the
LaBr spectra from unwanted contaminations by other reactions utilizing the high energy resolution
of the germanium detector [18]. The statistics of several energy gates (for different transitions in
the cacscade) in the germanium detectors can be added up to increase the overall statistics, but
it has to be taken care that in this case only single events in the germanium detectors are used.
Otherwise certain events can be counted more than once. After setting the energy gates in the LaBr
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detectors of the fast-timing matrix and possibly a gate in the germanium detector two time spectra
are generated, since both the start and stop detectors see the same γ rays. The so-called delayed time
distribution corresponds to the case when the start detector counted the feeding transition and the
stop detector observed the decay. The anti-delayed distribution is generated for the opposite case.
For a short lifetime the time distributions have a gaussian shape and the lifetime can be extracted
according to the generalized centroid-difference method (GCD) [19]. The mean lifetime equals half
of the difference between the centroids of the two distributions after correction for the response
function of the detector system including the analogue electronics. A prompt response difference
(PRD) calibration is performed measuring the γ − γ time-walk characteristics (with respect to the
energy) mostly stemming from the CFD. This takes adavantage of the known lifetimes of a γ-ray
source. For both the calibration and the analysis the formula
∆C = PRD + 2τ

(1.6)

is used, where ∆C is the centroid difference, PRD the prompt response difference and τ the lifetime.
A typical calibration curve of a PRD with respect to the γ energy is shown in Fig. 2. If the lifetime

Figure 2: A typical PRD curve with respect to the γ energy. The γ decays of a 152 Eu source and the
X-rays after the electron capture were used.
is long compared to the prompt peak, the time distribution assumes a shape of a convolution of
the prompt peak and an exponential function according to the decay law. In this case one fits the
exponential decay outside of the prompt peak and directly obtains the lifetime. If the statistics are
low beyond a reasonable distance to the prompt peak one can also fit the convolution, like it is done
+
180
in the case of the 2+
Pt. A common problem in all methods is the treatment
1 → 01 transition in

of the background. If a germanium gate is applied it is reasonable to assume, that the background
below a peak in the energy spectrum stems from the a Compton event with higher total γ energy in
the same nucleus. Since it concerns a different state with a different lifetime, the timing behaviour
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of the background will be different and should be accounted for in the analysis. This was done as
described in the publication on 180 Pt when employing the GCD method. There was no sign, that any
correction is needed in the fit of the convolution. According to the gates only very short-lived decays
from high-lying states in

180

Pt can generate the background and should all lie within the prompt

peak.

1.2 Nuclear structure of the neutron-deficient mass region around lead
Before this work it was known that the neutron-midshell lead isotopes as well as their even-even
neighbors can be interpretated in terms of shape coexistence [20]. Deformed intruder states coexist
with nearly spherical normal states, where in this context intruder states means a multiparticlemultihole excitation of protons across the shell gap at Z=82 [21, 22]. Excited 0+ states as band heads
of rotational bands are linked to these excitations of different numbers of particles. Since the energy
spacing between states within one band is different from another band with a different deformation,
the yrast states may change their membership with increasing excitation energy. Additionally mixing
sets in for states with the same spin when close in energy. The deformation of the ground state, and
if existing isomeric states, has been measured via the isotope shifts. A very pronounced staggering of
the charge radius between odd and even Hg isotopes was found at neutron midshell with this method
[23]. This was indeed the first hint of shape coexistence in this region and the experimental data
points have recently been extended to more neutron-deficient Hg nuclei [24]. The deformation of
(nonisomeric) excited states has been determined on the basis of Coulomb excitation and lifetime
experiments [25–27], with

180

Hg being the most neutron-deficient Hg isotope. Predictions from

theoretical calculations on the influence of the intruding structure at the limits where the parabola
of deformed states crosses the weakly deformed ground-state band go back to Ref. [28] in 1993.
Fig. 3 shows the level energy systematics of the even-even mercury isotopes and the intruding
parabola of deformed states. Just from these systematics one would expect that the shape existence
phenomenon is at least shifted to higher-lying states for even more neutron-deficient isotopes. The
heavier Hg nuclei outside the neutron-midshell region exhibit at minimum an 12+ isomer, which
hinders Doppler-shift experiments using fusion-evaporation reactions. Neglecting these shell effects
one would expect a change from spherical to deformed rotorlike nuclei when moving away from a
shell closure for one type of nucleons. This is quantified with the valence space in a Nπ Nν scheme,
called the P-factor [2]. The leading term is Nπ · Nν being the valence-nucleon numbers for protons
and neutrons respectively. In the context of the neutron-midshell lead region very good candidates
for the transition from spherical to axially-deformed nuclei are found to be 176,178,180 Os [29]. They
fulfill all the criteria of the critical-point symmetry X(5) proposed by Iachello [30], unfortunately no
absolute transition strengths are known so far for non-yrast states. The platinum isotopes are located
just in between the chains of Os and Hg. Before this work it was unclear how the midshell platinums
can be described.

182

Pt seems to show B(E2) ratios compatible with the X(5) symmetry [31], but this

180
relies strongly on the 2+
Pt contradicting
1 lifetime which was measured with low Doppler shift. In

+
+
+
lifetimes were measured [32, 33] even showing a B4/2 = B(E2; 4+
1 → 21 )/B(E2; 21 → 01 ) ratio
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Figure 3: Level energy systematics of the even-mass mercury isotopes. Red filled squares refer to the
assumed intruder states while blue open squares refer to the assumed oblate states. The
figure is adopted from Ref. [27].

below unity. This cannot be described with collective models and is expected only for magic nuclei,
where seniority is a good quantum number. For more neutron-deficient Pt isotopes there existed some
data stemming from RDDS experiments using γ singles, but no conclusive picture could be drawn.
It was also a longlasting question if multiparticle-multihole excitations are needed to describe the
spectroscopic properties [34].

1.3 Nuclear models
Three different models have been applied within this thesis and shall be described very briefly in the
following. In the publications also other model predictions are cited, but since only the output is
compared to the experimental observables these are not described here.

Rigid rotor model
The first model is a geometric model, which assumes the mass and charge to be equally distributed in
a form of the nuclear volume. This implies an intrinsic electric quadrupole moment Q 0 for a deformed
nucleus, which is a measure of the deviation of sphericity. A parametrization of the form can be
written via an expansion of spherical harmonics and in the case of a quadrupole deformation is given
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by
2
X

R = R0 [1 +

µ=−2

∗
α2µ Y2µ
(θ , φ)]

(1.7)

where R0 is the radius of a sphere with the same volume. Introducing the Hill-Wheeler-coordinates
β and γ, one can describe the nucleus as an triaxial deformed ellipsoid with the parametrisation of
semiaxes
1
α22 = α2−2 = p βsinγ, α21 = α2−1 = 0
2
v
t 5
2π
R k = R0 [1 +
β cos(γ −
k)], (k = 1, 2, 3)
4π
3

α20 = β cosγ,

(1.8)

To keep the form of the nucleus well defined, one has to restrict β to positive values and γ within the
interval 0◦ ≤ γ ≤ 60◦ . In this representation one can quantify the magnitude of deformation with β
and γ would correspond to the characterization of the form. A spherical nucleus has therefore β = 0,
fixing the value of γ to 0◦ (60◦ ) describes a prolate(oblate) form other values of γ depict triaxial
deformations.
The rigid rotor model is restricted to axially-symmetric deformations which are fixed in the ground
state. Rotations occur along an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis and vibrations enter independendly of the rotation at higher energies. In the ground-state band the whole angular momentum is
determined by the rotation (K=0, K being the projection of an intrinsic excitation with spin ~j on the
symmetry axis). The excitation energies of the rotational band can be calculated the by
E r ot =

ħ
h2 (I(I + 1))
2ℑ

(1.9)

with I the angular momentum and ℑ the moment of inertia. In this simplified picture of a rigid rotor
the intrinsic quadrupole moment is constant within a rotational band. Closer to reality one defines a
transitional quadrupole moment Q t via the reduced transiton probabilty of each γ transition. The
relation is given in formula 1.2 in which the variables Q 0 and Q t can be substituted [35].

General collective model
The general collective model (GCM) [36] is a phenomenological model, which is restricted to
quadrupole deformation but allows vibrational excitations and the coupling of them to rotations. It
assumes the nucleus to behave like an incompressible liquid drop and does not distinguish between
protons and neutrons. Therefore it is again a geometrical model without including single-particle
excitations. The Hamiltionian consists of the sum of kinetic energy T̂ and collective potential V (β, γ).
The kinetic energy contains the two lowest order terms proportional to the square of the momenta.
T̂ =

14

P3
1
[π̂ × π̂][0] + {[[π̂ × α][2] × π̂][0] },
2B2
3

(1.10)

where {...} means the sum over all even permutations of α and the conjugated momenta π̂, while B2
is the common mass parameter and P3 accounts for the deformation-dependent inertial functions.
The potential is described with a polynomial expansion of deformation variables up to the sixth order.
v
v
t2
t 2
1 4
1
2
1 2
β 3 cos3γ − C5
β 5 cos3γ + C6 β 6 cos2 3γ
V (β, γ) = C2 p β + C4 β + D6 p β 6 − C3
5
35
175
35
5
5 5
(1.11)
The parameters in the collective potential can be divided in three groups, one for the γ-independend
part (C2 , C4 , D6 ), one describing the prolate-oblate energy differences (C3 , C5 ) and the part symmetric
to γ = 30◦ (C6 ) which describes the asymmetry of the nuclear shape. It is very convenient that one
gets immediately the potential energy surface (PES) with respect to the intrinsic variables β and γ.
Not only that one reads directly the deformation, but sees as well the softness of β or γ. The model
is also capable of dealing with shape coexistence, which was one main question to be solved in the
platinum isotopes. Double minima or saddle points in the PES would indicate such phenomena. One
disadvantage is that one needs to fit eight parameters to the experimental observables, but often
only few of them determine already the basic structure of the nucleus (e.g. bandhead energies, two
rotational energies and few intra- and interband transition strengths).
Interacting boson model
The interacting boson model (IBM) [37] has an algebraic approach and the main idea is to reduce
the shell-model space that also far away from closed shells collective states can be described. In the
simplest case (IBM-1) only even-even nuclei can be examined. Valence particles (holes) are merged
in pairs to bosons for protons and neutrons individually and then treated equally. This approximation
is based on the assumptions that contributions of nucleons in low-lying closed shells are neglectable
for collective excitations, the pairing force facilitates to unite protons and neutrons to bosons and
the nuclear properties are determined by the interaction of these bosons. In the IBM-1 the bosons
are allowed only in two states with angular momentum L=0 (s-boson) or L=2 (d-boson). There are
several extensions to include also states with higher and odd angular momentum or the coupling
with unpaired nucleons, which will not be discussed here. The Hamiltonian with the least number of
variables (in the Extended Consistent Q-formalism (ECQF)[38]) is then


ζ χ χ
H(ζ, χ) = c (1 − ζ)n̂d −
Q̂ · Q̂
4NB

(1.12)

n̂d = d † · d̃, Q̂χ = [s† d̃ + d † s](2) + χ[d † d̃](2) , T̂ (E2) = eB Q̂χ
with NB being the boson number, n̂d the d-boson number operator, Q̂χ the quadrupole operator, s† ,
s, d † , d̃ the creation- and annihilation-operators for s- and d-bosons, c a scaling parameter for the
energies, T̂ (E2) the E2 transition operator and eB the effective boson charge. eB is again a scaling
parameter, but since one is often interested in ratios of B(E2) values there is no need to know this
value exactly. The fitting parameters ζ, χ in this formalism can be directly used for the classification
within the Casten triangle [2] corresponding to the space spanned by this Hamiltonian (c.f. Fig.
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4). The corners of the Casten triangle are associated with the three dynamical symmetries U(5),

Figure 4: The Casten triangle.

SU(3) and O(6), which can be interpreted geometrically in the limit of an infinite boson number as a
spherical vibrator, an axially-symmetric rigid rotor and a γ-soft rotor respectively. Also for the case
of finite boson number one can find analytical expressions to calculate B(E2) values for each of the
symmetries [2, 35, 37]. The excitation pattern of U(5) and O(6) are very similar, but they differ by
the selection rules for the transitions. Therefore B(E2) values are more practical and are as follows
for the ground-state band
1
U(5) :B(E2; J + 2 → J) = e2b (J + 2)(2N − J)
4
3 (J + 2)(J + 1)
SU(3) :B(E2; J + 2 → J) = e2b
(2N − J)(2N + J + 3)
4 (2J + 3)(2J + 5)
1 J +2
O(6) :B(E2; J + 2 → J) = e2b
(2N − J)(2N + J + 8)
8 J +5

(1.13)

with eB the effective boson charge, N the boson number and J the angular momentum. It is very
convenient to describe also transitions between these extreme cases with this model, but though
every point in the Casten triangle can be associated with a nuclear structure this statement is not
reversible. Additional terms in the Hamiltonian, e.g. operators for pairing, angular momentum or
higher multipoles than the quadrupole, may be needed to describe the properties of a given nucleus
properly. Another extension would lead to configuration mixing, when a sum of Hamiltonians for
different boson numbers plus an interaction term between the configurations is used. This was
explicitly not used to show that the neutron-deficient platinum isotopes are dominantly consisting of
one configuration.
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Two band mixing

When two rotational bands come close in energy for the individual states, the states with the same
spin will start to mix with each other. The altered wavefunctions of the perturbed states especially
the overlap between them will have an influence on the transition rates. Also the excitation energy of
the perturbed state will shift with respect to the unperturbed state, this will not be discussed further
because the explanation for the shape coexistence in 178 Hg is solely based on transition probabilities.
The spectroscopic information about 178 Hg is so sparse that a quantitative calculation is not feasible
anyhow, e.g. only one mixed state per spin is known. The following is based on the notations in
Ref. [2]. One starts with a simple level scheme of two unperturbed rotational bands (band I and II)
+
+
with spin sequence 0+I,I I , 2+I,I I , 4+I,I I ... The corresponding perturbed states are labeled 0+
1,2 , 21,2 , 41,2

and only E2 transitions are taken into account. Usually interband transitions are forbidden for the
unperturbed states, so the transition strength stems from the mixing. A perturbed state has then the
composition
|J1+ 〉 = αJ |J I+ 〉 + βJ |J I+I 〉,

|J2+ 〉 = αJ |J I+I 〉 − βJ |J I+ 〉

(1.14)

where α2J +βJ2 = 1 has to be fulfilled. The relation of the reduced transition strength B(E2; Ji → J f ) for
a transition from a state with spin Ji to a state with spin J f to the reduced matrix element 〈Ji ||E2||J f 〉
is given by
B(E2; Ji → J f ) =

1
|〈Ji ||E2||J f 〉|2
2Ji + 1

(1.15)

The Wigner-Eckart theorem connects the matrix elements and the reduced matrix elements by ClebschGordan coefficients, which contain the dependency of the projection quantum number. Assuming now
that the unperturbed interband transition strength is zero and that the intraband matrix elements
have the same sign for both bands, one can derive
+
+
+
+
+
〈4+
2 |E2|21 〉 =〈α4 4 I I − β4 4 I |E2|α2 2 I + β2 2 I I 〉

=α4 α2 〈4+I I |E2|2+I 〉 + α4 β2 〈4+I I |E2|2+I I 〉 − α2 β4 〈4+I |E2|2+I 〉 − β2 β4 〈4+I |E2|2+I I 〉

(1.16)

=α4 β2 〈4+I I |E2|2+I I 〉 − α2 β4 〈4+I |E2|2+I 〉
for the example of a 4+ state decaying to the 2+ of the other band, like it is the case in 178 Hg. The
last step uses 〈4+I |E2|2+I I 〉 = 〈4+I I |E2|2+I 〉 = 0, because interband transitions were assumed to be
forbidden. The other perturbed matrix elements may be calculated accordingly. By comparison with
the experimental B(E2) values and assuming a rotational band with almost constant (transition)
quadrupole moment one can calculate the portion of the two wavefunctions participating to this state.
One uncertainty arises in calculating the B(E2) values connected to the quadratic proportionality.
The sign of the quadrupole moments needs to be known to correctly calculate the binomic formula.
In Tab. 1.1 a sample calculation sticking to the case described above is presented, to show how
large the discrepancy can be if a wrong sign is assumed. The J dependance is neglected, because
always the same states are compared. Only the deviation of the values (given by the “mixed terms”)
I/I I

is essential assuming different or the same signs of the quadrupole moments Q 0 . The problem is
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symmetric and it is sufficient to change only one sign. The square of the amplitudes α2 and α4 is
given to directly accentuate the portion of structure I and II respectively in the corresponding state.
The “mixed term” given in the table is the part of the B(E2) values stemming from the mixed term in
the binomic formula.
One notices that the percentage error can get large very fast, if a wrong sign is assumed relative to
Q 0I
[e b]
3
3
3
-3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3

Q 0I I
[e b]
8
8
8
-8
-8
-8
-8
-8
-8
4
8

α22
[%]
100
0
10
10
10
20
1
1
70
10
50

α24
[%]
0
100
90
90
90
80
90
70
1
90
50

∝ B(E2)
[e2 b2 ]
9.0
64.0
50.0
50.0
54.1
45.2
57.7
45.5
7.5
11.7
12.3

mixed term
[e2 b2 ]
0
0
-2.1
-2.1
2.1
3.8
0.7
1.1
1.1
-1.4
-6

comment
no mixing
no mixing
small mixing
changing both signs
changing only one sign
larger mixing
very small mixing of one state
more mixing of the second state
dependance of the Q 0
same Q 0
large mixing

Table 1.1: sample-mixing calculations of B(E2) values depending on the sign of the quadrupole
moments

the other one. But there are also cases in which one can even neglect the term with both quadrupole
moments in the binomic formula, e.g. small perturbation of the band with much smaller quadrupole
moment. Most interesting is the case, where the difference (“mixed term”) can be used to determine
the relative signs of quadrupole moments. Sometimes the quadrupole moments are known, e.g. from
other unperturbed transitions in the corresponding band. The B(E2) values for the same or opposite
sign differ by twice the “mixed term” and in special cases one is sensitive to the relative sign for the
region of mixing. For example in the last row of Tab. 1.1 the B(E2) value would be twice as high for
one opposite sign.
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Lifetime measurements have been performed using the 98 Mo(86 Kr,4n)180 Pt reaction at a beam energy of
380 MeV, and the recoil distance Doppler-shift method. In a second experiment the 168 Yb(16 O,4n)180 Pt reaction
at a beam energy of 88 MeV using the Ge-gated γ -γ fast timing technique was used to determine lifetimes.
Lifetimes of the four lowest yrast states of 180 Pt have been determined. The experimental data are compared to
calculations within the framework of the interacting boson model and the general collective model. Both models
predict a deformed ground state and are consistent with all the remaining experimental results.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.97.024336
I. INTRODUCTION

Even-even nuclei close to shell closures are a subject of
numerous experimental and theoretical studies [1,2]. One of
the challenges is to understand the shape evolution in the chains
of nuclei when one type of nucleon approaches magicity. In
the case of the platinum isotopic chain the proton number is
close to the shell closure at Z = 82. Phenomena such as shape
coexistence [2] and shape transitions [3] are observed in this
region near the neutron N = 104 midshell. The mean lifetime
τ of excited states is an experimental observable from which
one can extract model-independent transition probabilities that
can be compared to theoretical approaches. In this context
the model-dependent quadrupole deformation parameter β can
also be derived.
A simple correlation for the description of the B(E2,01+ →
+
21 ) values in even-even nuclei was proposed by Casten [4]. It is
a function of the valence neutrons Nν and valence protons Nπ ,
and the leading term is the product Nν Nπ . According to this relation, a rapid change in nuclear shape is expected compared to
the neighboring isotopic chains around the proton shell closure
at Z = 82 for valence neutron numbers around midshell. For
the case of 78 Pt the neighboring isotopic chains are 76 Os and
176,178,180
Os isotopes are known candidates [5] for
80 Hg. The
the critical point symmetry X(5) [6] proposed by Iachello. On
the other hand the shapes of the neutron-deficient Hg isotopes
[7] are determined by the excitation of intruder states, which
cause a significant prolate deformation [8] coexisting with
oblate ground states.
The purpose of the present work was to deduce E2 transition strengths via lifetime measurements in the ground-state
band of 180 Pt in order to extend the set of experimental
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observables and clarify the situation between contradicting
previous lifetime experiments [9,10] for the 41+ state. Furthermore, the spectroscopic properties like the level scheme as
well as the transition probabilities are compared to theoretical
models to characterize the nuclei in more detail. Especially if
one needs multiparticle-multihole excitations to understand the
observables in the isotopic chain of platinum is a long-lasting
question [11]. In this work the approach of McCutchan et al.
[11] was used again to reproduce the spectroscopic properties
without intruder states, including the transition strengths which
were not known at this time or were incorrect. For this purpose
two collective models were used: The interacting boson model
(IBM-1) [12] within the extended consistent Q-formalism
(ECQF) [13] and the general collective model (GCM) [14].

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. Recoil distance Doppler-shift experiment

To populate excited states in 180 Pt, the 98 Mo(86 Kr,4n)
reaction was used. The beam with an energy of 380 MeV was
provided by the K-130 cyclotron of the University of Jyväskylä.
The target consisted of 0.9 mg/cm2 isotopically enriched
98
Mo. After a fusion-evaporation reaction, the resulting nuclei
were stopped in a 15 mg/cm2 gold foil, after a flight in vacuum
with a mean velocity of about 4.4% of the velocity of light.
Both the target and the stopper foils were mounted in the
DPUNS plunger [15] (differential plunger for unbound nuclear
states), which follows the design of the Cologne coincidence
plunger [16]. The target-to-stopper distance was monitored
by measuring the capacitance, and beam-induced drifts were
compensated with a piezoelectric device. The plunger device
was coupled to the JUROGAM II Ge-detector array, which
consisted of two rings of EUROGAM (European gamma-ray
microscope) clover detectors [17] around 90◦ and two rings
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FIG. 1. γ -ray energy spectrum measured with the detectors in the
ring at 133◦ (10 detectors). This is the sum over all distances with a
gate on both components of the 21+ → 01+ transition (including the
clover detectors around 90◦ ). Despite one random coincidence with
the strong Coulomb excitation of 197 Au the spectrum is very clean. The
initial states with their depopulating shifted and unshifted components
are marked with “sh” and “us”, respectively.

with tapered EUROGAM Phase I [18] or GASP (gamma-ray
spectrometer) type [19] germanium detectors at 133◦ and 157◦
with respect to the beam direction. All detectors were Compton
suppressed. Data were taken for 18 target-to-stopper distances
ranging from electrical contact to 12 mm. The cross section
was only around 0.5 mb resulting in a low count rate for the
reaction to 180 Pt, where only the JUROGAM II detectors at
133◦ and 157◦ can be used for the recoil distance Doppler-shift
(RDDS) experiment. Nevertheless, it was possible to analyze
the data by gating on the Doppler-shifted component of each
direct feeding transition of the respective level of interest.
Using the differential decay curve method (DDCM) [20], one
is independent of any unobserved side-feeding effects. The
normalization between the distances was done via Coulomb
excitation of 197 Au in the gold stopper. The target was changed
once during the experiment. Thus a constant correction factor
had to be introduced to the two groups of distances with
different targets.
Figure 1 shows the total statistics of the experiment in the
ring at 133◦ consisting of 10 detectors. It is summed up over
all distances with a gate on both components of the 21+ → 01+
transition. This shows not only the quality of the spectra but
also the low γ -ray intensities resulting from the low reaction
cross section to 180 Pt.

180
FIG. 2. τ -curve (a) of the 6+
Pt using the detector ring
1 state in
state
in all backward angle
at 133◦ with a gate on the feeding 8+
1
detectors. In addition, the intensities of the shifted (b) and unshifted
(c) components are shown.

equipped with eight LaBr 3 (Ce) scintillation detectors (LaBr),
six of which were equipped with anti-Compton shields, two
detectors in a Pb shield were fixed inside the spectrometer as
additional detectors and in intermediate positions. The remaining eight positions were used with standard single-crystal highpurity germanium (HPGe) detectors. The 168 Yb(16 O,4n)180 Pt
reaction at a beam energy of 88 MeV was chosen for the
triple γ coincidence measurement with a gate applied to the
HPGe detectors to clean the LaBr spectrum from other reaction
channels. The target was 1 mg/cm2 168 Yb enriched to 35.2%
on a 2 mg/cm2 Au backing.

III. LIFETIME ANALYSIS
A. DDCM

At each distance x, the lifetime is calculated according to
the formalism of the DDCM in “coincidence mode” presented
in detail in Ref. [20]. The lifetime is obtained from

B. Electronic timing experiment

Since it was not possible to deduce the lifetime of the rather
long-lived 21+ state within the RDDS experiment, a second
experiment on 180 Pt was performed at the FN tandem accelerator of the University of Cologne using the fast electronic
timing technique. This method is sensitive to lifetimes starting
around 10 ps up to several ns, whereas the RDDS method
can be used to determine lifetimes between hundreds of fs
up to hundreds of ps. The Horus (high efficiency observatory
for γ -ray unique spectroscopy) cube spectrometer [21] was

τ (x) =

Ius (x)
d
I (x)
dx sh

1
,
v

(1)

where x is the target to stopper distance, Ius and Ish are
the areas of the unshifted and shifted peaks of the transition
of interest, respectively, and v is the mean velocity of the
recoiling nuclei. Equation (1) yields a set of lifetime values
(the τ curve), one for each distance x, which should be
independent of x. Since γ γ coincidences were measured with
a direct gate on the Doppler-shifted component of a feeding
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TABLE I. Experimental values of the lifetimes using different
methods. The adopted values are marked with *. In the theoretical
calculations a lifetime of 2.2(3) ps for the 8+
1 was employed, since no
other result for the lifetime existed.
Eγ (keV)

τ (ps)

21+

153.2

420(20)a ∗
420(30)b
540(50)d

41+

257.6

37(2)c ∗
36(6)b
75(14)d
33(4)e
53(5)f

6+
1

346.5

7.7(9)c ∗
8.8(10)g
13(3)f

8+
1

424.3

2.2(3)c
3.1(1)g
3.6(12)f

∗

a

This work using the convolution method.
This work using the GCD method.
c
This work using the RDDS method.
d
de Voigt et al. [9].
e
Williams et al. [10].
f
Chen et al. [24].
g
von Spee [25] using the RDDS method.

counts

State

τ=36(6) ps
100

antidelayed
delayed

10

1
3900

3950

4050
4000
tγ [10ps/channel]

4100

FIG. 4. Time-difference spectra of the 41+ state. The difference
of the centroids between the delayed and antidelayed spectra corresponds, after correction for the PRD, to twice the lifetime of the state.

10+ state in 180 Pt could not be analyzed due to contamination
of a γ -ray line from 182 Pt with almost the same energy and the
gate would have been in the tail of an intense 197 Au γ ray in
addition to the decreasing statistics for higher lying states.

b

B. Electronic timing

transition, no feeding has to be taken into account. Only a
normalization between the distances was performed using the
γ -ray lines from the Coulomb excitation of 197 Au. Since the
target was changed once during the experiment, a constant
factor of 0.65 was introduced to correct the normalization for
different targets. The application of Eq. (1) for the lifetime
180
determination of the 6+
Pt is shown in Fig. 2. The
1 state in
lifetimes using this analysis are τ (41+ ) = 37(2) ps, τ (6+
1)=
7.7(9) ps, and τ (8+
1 ) = 2.2(3) ps and are summarized together
with the lifetimes obtained in other experiments in Table I. The

By applying two energy gates on the LaBr detectors a
feeder-decay cascade corresponding to a given state of interest
can be selected. For every combination of LaBr detectors the
setup provides two independent time difference spectra, the
delayed and the antidelayed, measured as the time difference
between a start and a stop detector. The delayed spectrum
is produced when the feeding transition provides the start
signal and the decay transition the stop signal. The antidelayed
spectrum is incremented when the decay transition provides
the start signal and the feeding transition the stop signal. To
clean up the spectrum, an additional gate on a coincident γ -ray
transition observed with a HPGe detector was applied, so
triple coincidences were used for the lifetime analysis. Two
lifetimes using two different methods were extracted, namely,
the generalized centroid difference (GCD) [22] method for the
41+ state and both the convolution method and the GCD method

300
Data
Fit
Prompt

250
10
counts

PRD [ps]

200
150

1

100
50
0.1
3600

0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

3700

3800 3900 4000
tγ [10ps/channel]

4100

4200

1400

Eγ [keV]

FIG. 3. PRD curve of the electronics using a 152 Eu source.

FIG. 5. Fit of the convolution of a prompt peak with the lifetime
of the 21+ state. Also the corresponding prompt peak (dotted) is plotted
to show the low statistics in the tail.
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method. Here one fits a complete convolution of a prompt peak
and a decay function using the lifetime as a fit parameter to the
time spectra, given by the function

F (t) =

FIG. 6. Potential energy surface extracted from the GCM
calculation.

for the 21+ state. Details of the GCD method are presented
in Ref. [22]. Since the displacement of the centroids of the
delayed and antidelayed time distributions is equal to (twice)
the mean lifetime of the state τ and an energy-dependent
γ -γ time walk of the system, known as the prompt response
difference (PRD) [23], a PRD calibration with a 152 Eu source
was determined and is shown in Fig. 3. The function to describe
the form of the PRD is
a
PRD(Eγ ) = 
(2)
+ cEγ + d.
Eγ + b
The analysis of the lifetime of the 41+ state is then straightforward since there is no background below the peak in the
LaBr spectra. The time difference spectra are shown in Fig. 4.
The result is in agreement with the lifetime using DDCM.
Regarding the 21+ state, there is still some background below
the peak at 153 keV. One can correct for the timing behavior
of the background events originating from Compton-scattered
photons of higher energy with the formula [22]
C − CBG
.
(3)

Here C is a centroid difference, where BG and FEP stand for
background and full energy peak, respectively, and  is the
peak-to-background ratio. In fact the centroid difference for
background events is the mean value of the combinations for
background in the feeder (decay) coincident with an event in
the decay (feeder) respectively. The result of 420(30) ps for the
lifetime is reasonable, but due to the large peak-to-background
ratio a second method was applied, the so-called convolution
CFEP = C +

FIG. 7. Placement of 180 Pt in the Casten triangle.




N0 − t−t0
σ
t − t0
e τ 1 − erf √ − √
τ
2τ
2σ

(4)

(erf is the error function). For longer lifetimes, it is possible to
restrict the fit to the tail of the time distribution in order to avoid
the prompt peak. In this case, the lifetime is too short for the
slope method as the statistics away from the prompt peak are
too weak, resulting in a large error. The fit of the convolution
is shown in Fig. 5, resulting in a lifetime of the 21+ state of
420(20) ps and supporting the result of the GCD method.
The deconvoluted prompt peak has the same width as prompt
events in this energy regime, which is an indicator for a correct
convolution, and it shows how many counts would remain for
a slope fit. Using this method no correction of background
events is taken into account, but the background events should
correspond mostly to Compton-scattered γ rays of higher lying
transitions with shorter lifetimes. Under this assumption these
counts are in the timing spectrum close to the prompt peak and
do not affect the measured lifetime significantly. In fact the
lifetime information is in the tail and the centroid difference
between the expected Compton events and a prompt peak is
less than 10 ps. This worst case scenario would most probably
correspond to a Compton-scattered γ ray of the decaying 6+
1
state, because the reaction channel is selected with the HPGe
gate on the 8+
1 decay.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The lifetime of the first excited state in 180 Pt was remeasured
and the value of de Voigt et al. [9] is longer than the value
obtained in this work. This holds also for the 41+ lifetime,
where the data shown here are in good agreement with the
lifetime of Williams et al. [10]. Especially it has to be noted
that two independent methods within two experiments were
used and the derived values agree with each other. At the
time the experiment was performed the lifetimes of the 6+
1
and 8+
1 states were unknown, but recently Chen et al. [24]
also published lifetimes for these states. All their results for
lifetimes of the lowest yrast states are significantly longer.
The results in this work were then again confirmed by another
RDDS experiment on 180 Pt aiming for the commissioning of
the GALILEO plunger [26] using the 154 Sm(32 S,6n) reaction.
This measurement was sensitive to the lifetimes of the 6+
1 and
+
states
(also
shown
in
Table
I)
[25].
For
the
8
state
the
8+
1
1
GALILEO plunger commissioning run has a lot more statistics
than the previous experiment, therefore this lifetime is given
as an adopted value which is within the errorbars consistent
with Chen et al. The error of the RDDS experiment is purely
statistical and may be underestimated. Regarding the 6+
1 state
the lifetime result is confirmed again. The fact that the results
for the lifetimes of the 41+ and 6+
1 states of Chen et al. are both
longer hints at a systematic error of these data.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the IBM calculation (a), the experimental values (b), and the GCM calculation (c). Shown are the level energies for
the ground state, β and γ bands, and the third 0+ state. The B(E2) values are summarized in Table I.

V. INTERPRETATION

Two collective models were used to reproduce the level
energies and B(E2) values of 180 Pt. The first one is the
IBM-1 [12] with the Hamiltonian in the extended consistent Q
formalism (ECQF) [13]


ζ
Q̂χ Q̂χ ,
H (ζ,χ ) = c (1 − ζ )n̂d −
4NB
n̂d = d † d̃, Q̂χ = [s † d̃ + d † s](2) + χ [d † d̃](2) , (5)
T̂ (E2) = eB Q̂ ,
χ

with NB being the boson number, n̂d the d-boson number
operator, Q̂χ the quadrupole operator, s † , s, d † , and d̃ the
creation and annihilation operators for s and d bosons, c a
scaling parameter for the energies, T̂ (E2) the E2 transition
operator, eB the effective boson charge, and ζ , χ the fitting
parameters which can directly be used for classification within
the Casten triangle [27]. ζ = 0.57, χ = −1.00, c = 1.25, and
eB = 0.18 e b were deduced for 180 Pt to reproduce the level
scheme and B(E2) values. The uncertainty of these parameters
corresponds to ±1 in the last digit given.
The second model used is the general collective model [14],
which approximates the Bohr-Hamiltonian with the sum of
kinetic energy T̂ and collective potential V (β,γ ) expanded in
a series of the quadrupole variables α2μ . The kinetic energy
is
T̂ =

1
P3
[π̂ × π̂ ][0] + {[[π̂ × α][2] × π̂ ][0] },
2B2
3

(6)

where {...} means the sum over all even permutations of α and
the conjugated momenta π̂ , while B2 is the common mass
parameter and P3 accounts for the deformation-dependent

inertial functions. The potential energy is

1 2
2 3
β cos 3γ
V (β,γ ) = C2 √ β − C3
35
5

1 4
2 5
β cos 3γ
+ C4 β − C5
5
175
1
2
+ D6 √ β 6 + C6 β 6 cos2 3γ ,
35
5 5

(7)

with the two intrinsic vibrational variables β and γ , which
are related to the quadrupole variables via the
√ polar transforintr
intr
mation α20
= β cos γ and α22
= β sin γ / 2. Using the fit
parameters C2 = −24.98, C3 = 195.60, C4 = 312.60, C5 =
−2135.80, C6 = −613.70, and D6 = 3051.20 one can obtain
directly the potential energy surface (PES) shown in Fig. 6.
For completeness the mass parameters are B2 = 61.14 and
P3 = 0.0594. One can summarize for both models that all level
energies in the ground-state band are reproduced very well, in
addition to the corresponding B(E2) values within the error
bars. Also the β and γ bands together with the third 0+ state
are reproduced in the correct order with most relative transition
strengths from known branching ratios [28] within the error
bars. Given the parameters ζ and χ from the IBM-1 calculation
one can locate 180 Pt in the space spanned by them: the Casten
triangle (Fig. 7). In addition to the three limits U(5), SU(3),
and O(6), which can be geometrically interpreted as a spherical
vibrator, a prolate rotor, and a γ -soft rotor, the location of the
critical point symmetries E(5) [29] and X(5) [6] are marked.
One sees that 180 Pt is, as expected, close to the X(5) symmetry,
but on the axially deformed rotor side. It has to be emphasized
that in contrast to the Hg nuclei no mixing with proton 2p-2h
intruder excitation was introduced or needed to reproduce the
spectroscopic properties with a high quality. García-Ramos
et al. [30] published a series of model calculations for the
platinum isotopic chain using these intruders and compared it
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to the simpler ECQ calculations by McCutchan et al. [11]. The
values given in there are consistent with the parameters of the
ECQ Hamiltonian used in this work. This means the parameters
found to describe 180 Pt in a detailed way are consistent with
parameters used to describe a larger series of nuclei. Also the
PES from the GCM calculation shows a prolate deformation
with some γ softness for the ground state. The experimental
and theoretical values from the models for the level energies
and transition strengths are summarized in Fig. 8 and Table II.
In Fig. 9 experimental results of transition quadrupole
moments Qt for the N = 102 isotones are shown. Also given
are the expectations for rotor, vibrator, and X(5)-like nuclei
with increasing spin. It has been shown that multiparticle-hole
excitations cause a large deformation in the neutron-deficient
lead and mercury isotopes [1]. This effect is also observed in
the yrast band of 182 Hg. One can see an abrupt increase in Qt
values of yrast transitions above the 21+ state. Whereas 180 Pt,
178
Os, and 176 W show a rather constant behavior. Observed
variations are small and can be explained by different collective
structures: For 180 Pt, Qt values are constant and follow the
rotor expectations; the same holds for 176 W (unfortunately here

TABLE II. Derived absolute B(E2) values from the experiments
for the yrast band transitions in e2 b2 as well as relative B(E2) values
from known branching ratios [28] for the states in the β and γ bands
and the third 0+ state. For each state the level energy is given in keV.
The experimental data of 180 Pt are compared to the predictions of the
IBM and GCM calculations.
Jiπ
21+
41+
6+
1
8+
1
02+
23+

Jfπ

→ 01+
→ 21+
→ 41+
→ 6+
1

→ 22+
→

(a)

12
10
8
6
4

(b)

12
10
8
6
4

(c)

12
10
8
6
4

(d)

Qt (I → I-2) [eb]

12
10
8
6
4
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FIG. 9. Transition quadrupole moments for the N = 102 isotone
around Pt. π and ν are the valence proton and neutron number,
respectively. Experimental values taken from [7,32,33]. The indicated
deformations are calculated from the lowest quadrupole moment
neglecting variations described by the collective models; just for the
case of 182 Hg the near constant deformation for the excited states is
given as well.
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+
the experimental errors are larger, especially for the 6+
1 , 81
178
states). Os follows very nicely the X(5) prediction. Looking
to the absolute Qt (21+ → 01+ ) values, the corresponding β
deformation is given also in Fig. 9. For 182 Hg the β deformation
of the excited states caused by the intruder configuration is
given as well. The deformation decreases approaching the shell
closure from 176 W to 182 Hg with one exception: 180 Pt. The
deformation found for 180 Pt is comparable to the deformation
of the excited states in 182 Hg. This strongly suggests that
the large deformation in 180 Pt is caused by the intruder
configuration becoming the ground state. This is supported
by García-Ramos et al. [31] with a mean-field approach as
well as an IBM calculation with 2p-2h configuration mixing.
However, the authors also admit that the configuration mixing
is somehow “hidden” and does not show up explicitly as it does
in the isotopic chains of mercury or lead.

different from the isotopic chain of mercury and others where
such excitations are needed to explain the nuclear properties
[2,8]. A second note can be made that 180 Pt is clearly not following the expected trend for transition quadrupole moments
in X(5) nuclei. The rather large quadrupole deformation in the
neighboring 182 Pt (seen by Gladnishki et al. [34]) indicates that
this is a general effect, which points to a weakening of the shell
closure at Z = 82. In the future one should investigate also the
transition quadrupole moments for the lighter 176,178 Pt isotopes
and compare them to the calculations by García-Ramos et al.
[31]. It is suggested that the weakening of the shell closure
is apparent only down to 178 Pt and the deformation should
decrease for the lower masses. So far the lifetime information
on these nuclei is too sparse, but reachable with standard
fusion-evaporation reactions and stable beams; they would
serve as a perfect testing ground.
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ABSTRACT
A new device, the GALILEO plunger, has been developed for lifetime measurement studies using the GALILEO
𝛾-ray detector array at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL) in Legnaro, Italy. This plunger device holds
two stretched metal foils in the beam path for the use of the recoil distance Doppler-shift technique in order
to measure lifetimes of nuclear excited states in the range of 1 ps to 1 ns. The compact design allows one to
combine different auxiliary detectors with the plunger device inside the target chamber and takes care of high
𝛾-ray transparency. The design and control of the device are presented in this paper, together with lifetimes of
excited states in 180 Pt measured within the first in-beam commissioning run.

1. Introduction
Since 1992 the GAmma-ray SPectrometer (GASP) [1] was located at
the Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) Laboratori Nazionali di
Legnaro (LNL) and several hundred experiments were successfully conducted. This spectrometer could be coupled to the Cologne coincidence
plunger [2] to measure lifetimes of excited nuclear states employing
the recoil distance Doppler-shift (RDDS) method. Over the years some
disadvantages arose, mainly the small available space for ancillary
devices/detectors together with a nonflexible holding structure. These
problems ought to be overcome by the successing GALILEO 𝛾-ray
spectrometer [3,4], which consists in phase I of a backward hemisphere
and a detector ring around 90◦ . The backward hemisphere holds fifteen
GASP germanium detectors distributed equally in three rings at 152◦ ,
129◦ and 119◦ with respect to the beam direction. Around 90◦ another
ten detectors are mounted. A divisible forward hemisphere is symmetric
to the backward hemisphere and will be added later, but the inner
holding structure for the ring around 21◦ or the complete hemisphere
can be removed to gain space for ancillary detectors like a Recoil Filter
Detector [5]. In its final stage the backward hemisphere will be replaced
to hold ten new developed triple cluster HPGe detectors (GTC) in two
rings at 152◦ and 118◦ recovering crystals from EUROBALL [6]. All
detectors are Compton-suppressed using the existing GASP BGO-shields,

for the GTCs the anti-Compton shield of the EUROBALL detector will
be rearranged. The electronics are changed to new preamplifiers and
digitizers taking advantage of the work deployed already in the setup
of AGATA [7], which shall not be discussed here further. As described
before the GALILEO spectrometer [3,4] can be opened to the front and
back, i.e. along the beam axis which is a major change to the GASP spectrometer opening sideways. This is the main reason for the development
of a new plunger device dedicated to this spectrometer, as the formerly
used Cologne coincidence plunger [2] would circumvent the opening
of at least the backward hemisphere once mounted. Taking benefit
of the occasion a very compact design was chosen, which fits inside
the existing target chamber and should guarantee the compatibility to
ancillary detectors, e.g. EUCLIDES [8] which was not given before.
2. Mechanical design
Several constrains have to be overcome in the design of the plunger
device. First of all as little material as possible has to be used to get
the maximum transparency for 𝛾-rays as well as particles, still ensuring
the needed stability to measure and maintain the target to degrader
distance with high precision in the sub-micrometer regime. Several
ancillary detectors for charged particles are existing (e.g. EUCLIDES),
which should fit together with the plunger in the target chamber. At
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Pictures of the plunger unit outside of the target chamber being
fully operational on the support block. The parallel alignment of the foils can be done
with the springs between the target cone and the holding structure. The PI LPS-24 motor
serves as the connection between the two holding structures of the target and stopper.

Fig. 1. (Color online) The holding structure which is fixed to the beam entrance of the
GALILEO target chamber is shown in red (intermediate gray) with the 4 mm entrance
collimator on the left. At the right end of this structure the holder of the degrader is fixed,
this is shown in light gray as well as the bottom part of the motor. The movable upper
part of the motor is connected to the target holder and shown in violet (dark gray).

motor, via these springs the foils can be aligned parallel. The motor
with the assembly for target and degrader can be attached to another
support block, which eases the alignment procedure outside of the target
chamber. The motor is a compact linear table with piezodrive capable
of use in vacuum from Physik Instrumente (PI), the model number is
LPS-24 [9]. It was chosen due to its small dimensions of 24 mm ×
33 mm × 20 mm shadowing only detectors around 90◦ according to its
position below the foils. These detectors cannot be used in Doppler-shift
experiments, because the Doppler effect is zero at 90◦ with respect to
a moving source. The distance range of the motor is 15 mm which is
large enough to cover the foil separations of interest. Larger separations
may also make it necessary to correct the intensity of the 𝛾-rays emitted
shortly after the target since the opening angle between the target and
the Compton-suppressed detectors gets smaller. The resolution of the
position sensor in the motor is 20 nm and thus precise enough that there
is no need for a second measurement of the relative distance between
the foils. This is typically done in the Cologne 𝛾𝛾-coincidence plunger
devices [2] with inductive transducers (e.g. from Tesa technology [10])
reducing the transparency with additional material. Also an additional
piezostack to correct the beam induced distance fluctuations is not
needed, because the target can be moved with the LPS-24 motor with
a precision of around 40 nm. That the precision of a piezo motor is
sufficient for the feedback control is already shown with other plunger
devices, e.g. the Orsay Universal Plunger System (OUPS) [11]. In Fig. 3
the plunger on the support block is shown.

Fig. 2. (Color online) The plunger in dark purple (dark gray) together with the forward
hemisphere of the EUCLIDES detector array in beige (light gray) in the target chamber.
The beam is coming from the left.

least one collimator has to be installed close to the focus point on
the target to enable focussing of the beam. Since the space is very
limited even without ancillary detectors, the parallel alignment of the
stretched metal foils has to be done outside of the target chamber
assuring reproducibility for the reinstallation. Of course all features of a
plunger device like an active feedback system to compensate for beam
induced changes of the target to degrader distance shall be given as well.
A visualization of the GALILEO plunger device with its holding structure
is shown in Fig. 1 and together with EUCLIDES [8] in the target chamber
in Fig. 2.
The design idea is the following:

3. Feedback control

• A compact motor allows the movement of the target with respect
to the fixed degrader and also the operation of the feedback
system.
• The target is attached to the motor via a small holding structure
that bears the target cone required for stretching.
• The fixed degrader with its cone is directly attached to a holder,
which also carries the motor
• The complete unit is mounted on a support inside the chamber

The Plunger Feedback Control software for Linux (PFCL) was initially
developed to control the Cologne coincidence plunger [2]. The programs
were also adopted to work with other plunger devices with different
motors or other Multi Channel Analyser (MCA) cards used for distance
measurements between the foils from the capacitance signal, i.e. the
induced voltage in a foil from a pulse generator signal applied to the
other foil. There exists an automatic feedback control to keep a distance
constant during the experiment with a precision in the sub-micrometer
range as well as individual programs to control or examine the plunger
signals manually, e.g. to drive the motor or check the MCA readout.
The software package is written in LABVIEW 8.6 [12] working with
openSUSE 11.2 [13] and was translated recently to work with Microsoft
Windows operating systems [14] as well. The new system is tested with
Microsoft Windows 10 [14] and LABVIEW 2017 [12], but it should work
also with operating systems starting from Microsoft Windows 7 [14].
This is needed due to the dismissed Linux driver support of National

The mechanical support is realized by attaching it to the beam-entrance
of the GALILEO target chamber. An entrance collimator with a diameter
of 4 mm is fixed to the support. The holding structure of the degrader
can be screwed on the lower arm of the support in a fixed position to
have the degrader foil in the center of the spectrometer. Target and
degrader cones are compatible to the Cologne coincidence plunger [2].
The degrader cone is fixed with spacers to its holder. The target cone
is attached with adjustable springs to the respective holder on the
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Instruments (NI) [12] for future hardware components. A calibration of
relative foil separations can be done using the position information of
the motor encoder in advance of the experiment. The induced voltage
is then used during the experiment to maintain the separation adjusting
the motor in the feedback system running on the control computer. The
MCA card used is a NI PCIe-6251 [12] which gets a trigger from the
pulser through a NIM Logic Shaper and Delay module at the same time
as the signal arrives from a NIM Linear Gate and Stretcher module after
the amplifier. The motor controller E861 also from PI [9] is connected
via USB to the control computer, which is located in the experimental
hall II near the GALILEO spectrometer. During the experiment, the
operator moves and checks the plunger position from a PC installed in
the experimental box, using the laboratory network. The plunger is also
monitored in the readout graphics user interface as a channel in the data
acquisition system with a fixed rate of 500 Hz.
4. Plunger commissioning
The plunger was first commissioned in Cologne using the 12 C and 32 S
beams impinging on a Cd target. This was done to check the stability of
the fragile construction under real experimental conditions, e.g. with
vacuum pumps nearby inducing oscillations since fast vibrations or
similar cannot be corrected by the feedback system. After the first test
the plunger was transported and mounted inside the GALILEO reaction
chamber to validate the mechanical construction. 15 𝛥E-E telescopes
from the EUCLIDES array [8] were mounted downstream of the target
together with the plunger to check the compatibility of the devices.
All tests were completed successfully and finally an in-beam test to
reproduce known lifetimes was performed, which is described in the
following.

Fig. 4. (Color online) 𝛾-ray spectrum of the experiment on 180 Pt gated on the 10+1 → 8+1
transition. The evolution with the distance of the 8+1 → 6+1 and the 6+1 → 4+1 is shown for
three distances. The shifted and unshifted component of the transitions corresponding to
the detector ring at 152◦ are marked with dashed lines.

4.1. RDDS experiment on 180 Pt
The 154 Sm(32 S,6n)180 Pt fusion evaporation reaction has been chosen
to measure lifetimes of the 6+
and 8+
states in 180 Pt using the RDDS
1
1
technique in 𝛾𝛾-coincidence. The beam was delivered by the XTU
tandem accelerator with an energy of 183 MeV. GALILEO was fully
equipped with HPGe detectors in the backward hemisphere and around
90◦ , downstream of the target the setup consisted of the Neutron
Wall [15] but it was not used in this experiment. The target was 1
mg/cm2 154 Sm (enrichment ≥ 98%) on a 2.2 mg/cm2 Ta backing, 9.4
mg/cm2 Au was used as a stopper foil for the recoiling nuclei after
the reaction. Data were taken for 10 distances ranging from 5 μm to
150 μm between target and stopper foils approximately 8 h for each
distance and a beam current of 3 pnA. This led to sufficient statistics
to perform the lifetime analysis applying the Differential Decay Curve
Method (DDCM) [16] with coincidences. A spectrum to illustrate the
quality of the data is shown in Fig. 4.

where 𝐵(𝐴) is a populating (depopulating) transition of the state of
interest, 𝑠(𝑢) stands for shifted (unshifted) component of the respective
transition, 𝑣 is the recoil velocity and the brackets denote a coincidence
between the transitions 𝐵 and 𝐴 selected with a gate on the first one.
In this analysis, the quantities {𝐵𝑠 , 𝐴𝑢 } and {𝐵𝑠 , 𝐴𝑠 } were not directly
obtained by gating onto the shifted component of transition 𝐵, but
using a gate on the full transition 𝐵 and subtracting the contribution
of the unshifted component. This method eases the fitting procedure
together with less free parameters for a reliable description of the
spectra and prevents wrong intensities at large distances where only
shifted components would remain in coincidence. In terms of the upper
notation this corresponds to:
{𝐵𝑠 , 𝐴𝑢 } = {𝐵, 𝐴𝑢 } − {𝐴, 𝐵𝑢 }

4.2. Analysis and results

{𝐵𝑠 , 𝐴𝑠 } = {𝐵, 𝐴𝑠 }

The recoil velocity was extracted by the Doppler-shifts in energy of
the 8+
→ 6+
, 6+
→ 4+
and 4+
→ 2+
transitions in 180 Pt in each ring of
1
1
1
1
1
1
the backward hemisphere. A mean value of 1.53(5) % of the speed of
light was calculated for the reaction of interest. A normalization of the
distances was applied by gating on the decay of the 2+
-, 4+
- and 6+
-state
1
1
1
and integrating the intensity of all populating yrast transitions up the
8+
-state. Also a peakwidth calibration was performed for shifted and
1
unshifted component individually with respect to the 𝛾-ray energy. In
the subsequent fitting process these widths as well as the peak positions
were fixed parameters. The lifetime analysis was done applying a gate
on the feeding transition of each respective excited state for a lifetime
determination excluding unknown delayed feeding. According to the
DDCM [16] the lifetimes were calculated via Eq. (1):

𝜏(6+
) = 8.8(10) ps and 𝜏(8+
) = 3.1(1) ps
1
1

𝜏=

{𝐵𝑠 , 𝐴𝑢 }

𝑑
𝑣 𝑑𝑥
{𝐵𝑠 , 𝐴𝑠 }

The chosen distances were in the sensitive region to the lifetimes of
the 6+
and 8+
state. The sensitive region is defined via the normalized
1
1
intensities of the shifted component with respect to the distance, the
limits are those distances where the slope of the curve is at the half
of the maximum value. The analysis was done using direct gates on
the 8+
→ 6+
and 10+
→ 8+
transitions while the latter was also used
1
1
1
1
as a indirect gate for the 6+
state. All detector rings in the backward
1
hemisphere were used for the analysis and a mean value from the
independently extracted lifetimes was calculated. The variance of the
values for the 6+
state was larger than expected and is reflected in the
1
given error, though no systematics can be seen with respect to the gate
or detector angle. The results (mean values) from the lifetime analysis
are:

state in 180 Pt using the detector ring at
In Fig. 5 a 𝜏-curve of the 8+
1
129◦ with a gate on the feeding 10+
→ 8+
transition in all backward
1
1

(1)
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napatau [17]. The results are in agreement with the adopted lifetime
of the 6+
state (𝜏(6+
) = 7.7(9) ps) published in Ref. [18]. For the 8+
1
1
1
state it is stated in Ref. [18] that the purely statistical error may be
underestimated and the value from this experiment is recommended as
adopted value. The main goal of reproducing the lifetime of the 6+
state
1
within a commissioning run is achieved and a reliable lifetime of the 8+
1
state with a small error was measured. No additional lifetimes could be
analyzed using the chosen distances.
5. Conclusion
A new plunger device for the GALILEO 𝛾-ray detector array [3,4] was
build. It is compatible to ancillary detectors especially the EUCLIDES [8]
charged particle Si detector array being as transparent as possible for
charged particles and photons. The feedback system maintaining the
target-to-degrader separation uses a piezo motor only. The performance
was shown in several tests and finally in an in-beam commissioning
run, which was analyzed with standard methods confirming lifetimes
of yrast states in 180 Pt. The GALILEO plunger is therewith utilizable
by the community to determine electromagnetic transition strengths in
both stable (Tandem-ALPI) and future radioactive (SPES [19]) beam
experiments.
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Lifetime measurements of excited states in 178 Hg have been performed using the 103 Rh(78 Kr, p2n) reaction at
a beam energy of 354 MeV. The recoil-decay tagging (RDT) technique was applied to select the 178 Hg nuclei
and associate the prompt γ rays with the correlated characteristic ground-state α decay. Lifetimes of the four
lowest yrast states of 178 Hg have been determined using the recoil distance Doppler-shift (RDDS) method. The
experimental data are compared to theoretical predictions with focus on shape coexistence. The results confirm
the shift of the deformed prolate structures to higher lying states but also indicate their increasing deformation
with decreasing neutron number.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.99.054325

I. INTRODUCTION

Even-even nuclei close to shell closures have been the subject of numerous experimental and theoretical studies [1,2].
Phenomena like shape coexistence [2] and shape transitions
[3] have been observed around the shell closure at Z = 82 near
the neutron N = 104 midshell. The shapes of the neutrondeficient even-even Hg isotopes [4–6] are interpreted to be determined by the excitation of protons across the Z = 82 shell
closure, forming “intruder states.” The intruder states may
have a significant prolate deformation [7] coexisting with less
deformed oblate ground states. The level-energy systematics
show a rather constant trend for the band build upon the weak
oblate minimum, while a prolate deformed intruder band exhibiting a parabolic trend with respect to the neutron number
shows a minimum at 182 Hg. The intruding band crosses the
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yrast line at 188 Hg and around 176 Hg, suggesting together with
the known experimental data that the interpretation holds for
all midshell Hg nuclei (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, the composition
of the wave function of the 21+ states changes dramatically
with respect to the neutron number [5,6]. The prolate band
build upon an excited 0+ state can be related to similar
structures in the neighboring Pb nuclei. An overview of the
spectroscopic studies in this mass region ranging from 80 Hg
to 84 Po isotopes is given in Ref. [8]. In the odd-mass nuclei
183,185
Hg, a dramatic change in charge radius (compared to
the neighboring even-mass Hg nuclei) was discovered in 1972
with isotope shift measurements [9]. Recently, the available
data were extended to 177 Hg and the microscopic origin of
the shape staggering effect was explained with the aid of the
Monte Carlo shell model (MCSM) [10]. These larger charge
radii are not observed in the more neutron-deficient isotopes
with masses below 181. To date, the most neutron-deficient
isotope of mercury for which transition probabilities are
known is 180 Hg. The even-mass neighbor 178 Hg is predicted
to be the start point of a shape transition by several theoretical
models such as total Routhian surface (TRS) calculations
[11], mean-field approaches, and the interacting boson model
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FIG. 1. Level energy systematics of the even-mass mercury isotopes. Red filled squares refer to the assumed intruder states while
blue open squares refer to the assumed oblate states. The figure is
adopted from Ref. [6].

(IBM) with configuration mixing [12]. Therefore, to address
the question of shape evolution toward even more neutrondeficient Hg isotopes, lifetime measurements of excited states
in 178 Hg have been performed in the present work.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Excited states of 178 Hg were populated in a heavy-ion
induced fusion-evaporation reaction at the Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Jyväskylä, where lifetimes of
excited states were measured with the Differential Plunger
for Unbound Nuclear States (DPUNS) [13]. The reaction
103
Rh(78 Kr, p2n)178 Hg with a beam energy of 354 MeV provided an initial recoil velocity of v/c = 3.9%, with a target
thickness of 1 mg/cm2 . The typical beam current was of the
order of 3–5 pnA, limited by heating of the stretched plunger
target and degrader foils and the maximum counting rate of
30 kHz per JUROGAM II HPGe detector. The JUROGAM
II Ge-detector array consisted of 24 EUROGAM (European
Gamma-ray Microscope) Clover detectors [14] in two rings
at 75.5◦ and 104.5◦ and two rings with tapered EUROGAM
phase I [15] or GASP (Gamma-ray Spectrometer) type [16]
germanium detectors at 133.6◦ (10 detectors) and 157.6◦
(5 detectors) with respect to the beam direction. All detectors were Compton-suppressed. The DPUNS was installed
at the JUROGAM II target position to perform recoil distance Doppler-shift (RDDS) lifetime measurements of excited
states in 178 Hg. A 1.6 mg/cm2 Mg degrader foil reduced the
energy of the fusion products and allowed them to recoil
into the Recoil Ion Transport Unit (RITU) [17,18] with a
velocity of v/c = 2.3%. RITU was filled with helium gas at
a pressure of 0.6 mbar and separated the evaporation residues
from the fission background and scattered beam according to
their magnetic rigidity. The gas of RITU cooled the target
and degrader foils, allowing the aforementioned relatively
high beam intensities to be used. The recoils were transported
through RITU to the Gamma Recoil Electron Alpha Tagging

FIG. 2. Spectrum of observed α-particle energies occurring
within 2000 ms of an ion being implanted into the same DSSSD
pixel. Assignments for the peaks are indicated. See text for details.

(GREAT) spectrometer [19] at the focal plane. The recoils
passed through a multiwire proportional counter (MWPC) and
were implanted into a pair of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSDs). Discrimination between evaporation residues
and scattered beam particles was achieved on the basis of
energy loss in the MWPC and the time of flight between the
MWPC and DSSSDs. With an anticoincidence between the
MWPC and the DSSSDs, the decays in the DSSSD are distinguishable from the implantation events. For the identification
of the evaporation residues, the recoil-decay tagging (RDT)
technique [20] was applied, whereby an α decay is correlated
with a previously implanted recoil within a specific search
time. The γ rays associated with the recoil can then be extracted. To remove the random coincidences in the γ-ray spectra, stemming mainly from Coulomb excitation of the beam,
the time difference spectrum between the JUROGAM II Ge
detectors signals and the MWPC signal was used. The events
of the pure prompt peak were selected by subtracting events of
the plateau outside of the prompt peak with background using
the same window sizes. For the tagging of 178 Hg, a search
time of 2000 ms, which is about seven times the half-life,
between an implantation and an α-decay event at the same
position in the DSSSDs was set together with a gate on the
ground state α-decay energy of 6.43 MeV and a width of 160
keV. To increase the level of statistics, recoil-α-α correlations
to the daughter nucleus 174 Pt were also employed. If the α
particle emitted by 178 Hg escapes, the correlated chain can
still be recovered by respective cuts on time and energy. When
taking this effect into account, the statistics are increased by
25%, which is expected from the geometrical escape probability and the α-decay branch of 174 Pt. No contamination
with 174 Pt events is seen in the γ-ray spectra, as an earlier
decay event within the time window for 178 Hg is required.
All detector signals were passed to the triggerless Total Data
Readout (TDR) data acquisition system [21]. The data were
analyzed using the GRAIN [22] and TV [23] software packages.
A spectrum of observed α-particle energies is presented in
Fig. 2 showing the statistics for 60 h, which corresponds to
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III. LIFETIME ANALYSIS

Because of the very limited number of distances and the
fact that only γ-ray singles spectra could be analyzed, where
delayed feeding from higher states is relevant, the differential
decay curve method (DDCM) [24] was not applied. The
lifetime of an excited state can be determined from the decay
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to be taken into account. The solution of the corresponding
system of differential equations (Bateman equations) is fitted
to the decay curve. For such an analysis, exact absolute
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provides relative distance information with a precision of ≈
0.1 μm, but always with an offset caused by an unknown zero
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total, four different relative target-to-degrader distances were
measured and analyzed, namely 50, 100, 200, and 300 μm.

6

334.5

FIG. 3. Background subtracted γ-ray energy spectra measured
with the JUROGAM II detectors in the ring at 157.6◦ (five detectors)
for the shortest and longest distances. Assignments for the lowest
four yrast transitions are indicated. See text for details.
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0
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FIG. 4. Partial level scheme of 178 Hg up to the 11−
1 state, which
is the highest lying state taken into account for feeding. γ energies,
spins, and parity are taken from Ref. [27]. See text for details.

surface. An offset of 19(1) μm was determined by measuring
the capacitance of the target-degrader system, as described
in Refs. [25,26]. This translates to absolute time of flights
between the target and the degrader of 5.52, 9.80, 18.04, and
26.27 ps for the relative target-to-degrader distances of 50,
100, 200, and 300 μm, respectively.
The effect of unobserved feeding transitions to the level
of interest must be taken into account in the analysis of
singles RDDS data. Therefore, the total statistics of all Clover
detectors around 90◦ was added up for all distances. With
these spectra, the efficiency-corrected initial populations were
fixed for all known states up to the 11−
1 state and are in
agreement with those of Ref. [27]. The efficiencies of the
JUROGAM II Ge detectors were determined using a 152 Eu
source. A partial level scheme up to the highest lying state
observed in this work and taken into account in the feeding
analysis is shown in Fig. 4.
The effective lifetimes of the feeding transitions were then
fitted together with the state of interest, beginning with the
highest lying state (8+
1 state) for which a lifetime determination is possible. All lifetimes were then fixed and used in the
following analysis of lower lying states. The uncertainty of
the lifetime of the feeding transition was taken into account in
the error of the decaying transition. A common assumption,
that all unobserved feeding has the same time behavior as the
observed feeding, i.e., the feeder with the highest intensity,
was wrong in this case. Significantly longer feeding time was
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FIG. 5. Decay curves for the ground-state band up to the 8+
1
state in 178 Hg constructed from the RDT singles γ-ray spectra
recorded with five JUROGAM II detectors at 157.6◦ . The smooth
lines correspond to the best fits.

needed to reproduce the decay curves. This is ascribed to
strongly populated negative-parity states, e.g., the 7−
1 state,
which branch out significantly and have to be taken into
account for each state with different cascades. The decay
curves for the yrast states are presented in Fig. 5 and show
good agreement with the experimental data. Since the feeding
assumptions affect all states of interest and are based on
experimentally determined initial populations and branching
ratios, they seem plausible. The experimental lifetime data
stems from normalized fits of the spectra in the outermost ring
with fixed peak widths and positions. The Doppler shift of γ
rays in the spectra from the ring of detectors at 133◦ was not
large enough to allow an independent analysis, but they were
checked for consistency.
The results of the lifetime analysis are summarized in
Table I. By using the rotational model with the assumption
of a rotating quadrupole deformed nucleus, the absolute values of transition quadrupole moments Qt and deformation
parameters β2 are given in the same table together with
the corresponding B(E 2) values. For the determination of
deformation parameters,
β2 = 0.625(−5a +
3
a= √
,
5πZR02



25a2 + 16aQt )/a,
(1)

TABLE I. Electromagnetic properties of the lowest yrast states
in 178 Hg.
I π [27] Eγ [keV] [27] τ [ps] B(E 2) [W.u.] |Qt | [eb]
21+
41+
6+
1
8+
1

558.0
454.4
334.5
396.6

3.8(9)
5.7(6)
4.4(5)
1.7(5)

+20
66(−12
)
+14
120(−11
)
+90
690(−70
)
+300
800(−200
)

+6
4.4(−5
)
+3
5.0(−2
)
+7
11.4(−6
)
+20
11.9(−14
)

|β2 |
+2
0.16(−2
)
+1
0.18(−1
)
+3
0.41(−2
)
+8
0.43(−5
)

FIG. 6. Absolute values of transition quadrupole moments for
the neutron-deficient Hg isotopes near midshell. See text for details.

was used, where Z is the atomic number and R0 is the nuclear
radius.
IV. DISCUSSION

The B(E 2) values shown in Table I indicate a structural
change for the lowest lying states. This is known for Hg
isotopes with A  180 at the 21+ state [4]. The Qt values for
178–184
Hg as a function of mass number A are shown in Fig. 6.
The weakly deformed oblate configuration, which forms also
the ground-state mixes with the prolate deformed structure
of the intruder states. The 21+ state for A  180 is already
strongly mixed and reduces the transition probability of the
21+ → 01+ transition. Mixing calculations for these midshell
nuclei which were performed in Refs. [5] and [6] as well as
Ref. [4] for 182 Hg reveal up to ≈ 80% prolate contribution
to the wave function of the 21+ state. At higher spins, the Qt
values stay rather constant and a deformation of β2 ≈ 0.25
can be attributed to the rotational structure corresponding
to the prolate band. The authors of Ref. [5] assume from
Coulomb-excitation measurements and the two-level mixing
calculations of Ref. [6] that there significant changes in the
composition of the 21+ states. To reproduce the B(E 2) values
in 178 Hg, a two-band mixing calculation assuming interband
transitions to be forbidden has been performed. The calculation suggests that the 21+ state has an ≈ 80% contribution
of oblate deformed structure in the wave function similar to
the ground state. The 41+ state wave function changes to an
≈ 80% portion of the prolate band and reduces the 41+ → 21+
transition strength. For the higher lying states, an unperturbed
rotational band can be assumed with a deformation of β2 ≈
0.4 due to the large Qt values for the respective transitions.
Since the ground state and the 21+ state have a large overlap
of the wave functions, one could extract a deformation of
β ≈ 0.15, which is consistent with the ground-state deformations of heavier Hg isotopes extracted from isotope shift
measurements. It is not meaningful to deduce a deformation
from the transition between the structures because the small
overlap of the wave functions lowers the transition strength.
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FIG. 7. Kinetic moments of inertia (1) (J ) for the Hg isotopes as
a function of frequency ω(J → J − 2) for transitions along the yrast
line up to the 10+ state. The figure is adopted from Ref. [31]. See
text for details.

The shape change seems to be shifted toward the 41+
state, consistent with the trend seen by Bree et al. [5]. A
larger deformation of β2 ≈ 0.4 is revealed (extracted from the
+
pure 6+
1 , 81 states). This so-called intermediate deformation
[between normal and superdeformation (SD)] is discussed
in Ref. [28] and is explained by the shape-driving effect of
intruder neutron orbitals. These are clearly manifested by the
negative-parity band built upon a 11− state in 186 Hg (band 3
in Ref. [28]) and the population of a pair of quasineutrons
to configurations with involvement of the ν[651] 21 orbital.
The occupation of these orbitals is also expected for the SD
configurations of heavier Hg isotopes [29]. SD bands leading
to various shape-coexisting configurations in the light Hg
isotopes with N  98 were predicted in Ref. [30]. The deformation is also consistent with predictions of TRS calculations
presented in Ref. [11], in which the authors state that for
the nuclei 172,174,176 Hg the near-oblate ground state evolves
steadily toward a more spherical shape with decreasing N as
the N = 82 closed shell is approached. Second, no prolate
minimum is seen in the TRS calculations with β2 ≈ 0.25 for
172–176
Hg, but for increasing neutron number a well-deformed
minimum (β2 ≈ 0.35) starts to develop and is first observed
in 176 Hg. The level energy systematics showing the prolate
(red filled squares) as well as the oblate (blue open squares)
structures are tracked throughout the Hg isotopes and depicted
in Fig. 1. For the more neutron-deficient isotope 178 Hg, the
energy of the prolate structure increases and the mixing with
low-lying states decreases as described above. The structural
change becomes apparent also in the kinetic moments of
inertia (1) along the yrast band. Resuming the statements of
Ref. [31], there are well-established generic properties of the
moments of inertia such as their increase with deformation,
or that for the same value of |β2 | the moment of inertia is
larger for prolate deformations than for oblate ones. In Fig. 7,
the kinetic moments of inertia are shown for the yrast bands
in 176–182 Hg as a function of frequency ω(J → J − 2). The
first observation is that the moments of inertia for high-spin
group at high absolute values can be attributed to a stable

deformation (constant moment of inertia for an idealized
static rotor). The moment of inertia for J = 2 is significantly
different from those corresponding to transitions from higher
spins. This is consistent with the picture discussed earlier.
Second, at N = 98 the moment of inertia is lowered for
J = 4 in comparison to the heavier isotopes, and this trend
is continued for N = 96 in this case and also for J = 6.
Confirming the expectation from the level-energy systematics, the influence of an intruding structure is displaced to
higher spins. In summary, there is a good agreement between the interpretations deduced from level energies and
lifetimes.
Alternative calculations from Ref. [12] are based on
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) methodology using the
Gogny-D1M energy density functional (EDF), which is
mapped on the corresponding energy surface of the IBM
with configuration mixing. In this case, the proton-neutron
IBM (IBM-2) is used. For the configuration mixing, only
2p-2h proton excitations were allowed for 176–190 Hg. This
results in a near-spherical structure for 172 Hg with a slight
prolate minimum evolving toward 176 Hg of β2 ≈ 0.25–0.3.
For the heavier Hg isotopes, this minimum gets more pronounced but does not change its quadrupole deformation.
This description is consistent with the experimental data for
A  180, and unfortunately it cannot reproduce the transition strengths given in Table I. The discrepancy is probably
due to the limited model space of the configuration-mixing
IBM-2 used in Ref. [12], which comprised only up to 2p-2h
proton excitations, as well as the possibility that the mixing
between different configurations may not have been properly
accounted for in that calculation. In addition, the topology of
the potential energy surface is rather sensitive to the choice
of the underlying EDF. The inclusion of neutron intruder
excitations, in the configuration-mixing IBM-2 framework
could improve the description of the B(E 2) transition rates
for the considered Hg nuclei.
Recently, more evidence was given supporting the importance of neutron occupation in Ref. [10]. The authors extended
the experimental data on charge radii of the ground state
with isotope shift measurements down to 177 Hg. The first
observation is that the shape staggering of the odd-mass Hg
nuclei with respect to their even-mass neighbor breaks down
at 180 Hg. This means that 179 Hg has a near-spherical ground
state, whereas the ground state of 181 Hg was associated with
β2 = 0.313. Second, the authors present a Monte Carlo shell
model (MCSM) calculation and explain the large deformation
for Hg isotopes with A > 180 with the strong occupation of
specific proton and neutron orbitals, namely the π(h 9 ) and
2
the ν(i 13 ) orbitals. This is another hint that the deformation2
driving structures move away from the ground state in 178 Hg
and that the neutron contribution should be also taken into
account. The extension of the MCSM calculation to excited
states would also be an alternative starting point for interpretations of the data.
The level spacings in 176 Hg reveal a change in deformation
shifted to the 6+
1 state [32], continuing the trend seen in the
data of this work. B(E 2) values of excited states in 176 Hg are
not known so far. These would test the predictions of the TRS
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calculations, especially the evolving prolate minimum with
intermediate deformation. However, also independent IBM2 calculations with configuration mixing allowing specific
neutron excitations should be done now systematically with
the new data available.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Excited states in the neutron-deficient nucleus 178 Hg were
populated in heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions and studied using the JUROGAM II and GREAT spectrometers, coupled to the DPUNS and the gas-filled separator RITU. The
RDT technique was applied to identify the 178 Hg nuclei and
the RDDS method was used to determine lifetimes of yrast
states up to the 8+
1 state for the first time. Deformation
parameters β2 were extracted from the corresponding B(E 2)
values. The 21+ state shows a deformation comparable to the
ground state and the ground states in the heavier neighboring
even-even Hg isotopes. It is expected from energy systematics
that the deformation-driving structures shift toward higher
excitation energies. This is verified by experimental transition
strengths and a mixing calculation. For the higher lying states,
an intermediate deformation between normal and superdeformation has been attributed, which is a new phenomenon in the
chain of the Hg isotopes. Consistency with TRS calculations
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Summary and conclusions

In the first part of this thesis the question, whether the neutron-mishell platinum isotopes show
remnants of the X(5) symmetry [30] or if two configurations including multiparticle-multihole
excitations are needed to reproduce the B(E2) values, is investigated. The former is seen in the
neighboring osmium isotopes, while the latter is needed in the mercury isotopes on the other side
of platinum. Additionally an older RRDS measurement on 180 PT of de Voigt et al. [32] showed an
unusual B4/2 ratio below unity, which is often questionable. In a later experiment of Williams et
+
al. [33] revisiting two cases with low B4/2 ratio only the B(E2;4+
1 → 21 ) was determined with a

contradicting result to de Voigt et al. In this work a RDDS experiment employing γ − γ coincidences
was analysed confirming the lifetime of the 4+
1 in
the

6+
1

and

8+
1

180

Pt of Williams et al. Further on lifetimes of

state were determined within this experiment. The lifetimes were also compared

to a recent RDDS experiment by Chen et al. [39], which was published during the analysis. This
data presents systematically longer lifetimes for all states which have been measured. In a second
RDDS experiment, which was at the same time the commissioning run of a new plunger device, the
lifetimes deduced in this work were confirmed again using a different reaction and independend
analysis. Both plunger experiments were not dedicated to measure long lifetimes. To determine the
lifetime of the longlived 2+
1 state a separate experiment using the delayed-coincidence technique
was performed. The HORUS spectrometer [40] was equipped with HPGe and LaBr detectors and
triple coincidences were sorted to evaluate germanium-gated γ − γ fast-timing matrices. Since the
GCD method is sensitive to the lifetime of the 4+
1 state, again a completely independend analysis was
carried out. The deduced lifetime has a larger error, due to the method, but confirms the lifetime in
this work, the work of Williams et al. and excludes the value of Chen et al. and de Voigt et al. The
lifetime of the 2+
1 state was measured only once by de Voigt et al., also this value was revised to a
shorter lifetime. The analysis was done with the GCD method and corrected for the timing behaviour
of the background. The peak-to-background ratio increases the error in this analysis, because of the
large Compton background at the low γ-ray energy of the 2+
1 state. The lifetime is with about 0.5 ns
long enough to see an exponential decay curve convoluted with a prompt peak. The direct access
to the lifetime by fitting only the slope outside of the prompt peak is not possible in this case. The
statistics are too low to get a meaningful error with this method. Therefore the complete convolution
has to be fitted and special care has to be taken of the width of the prompt peak to assure that it
is consistent with the widths in this energy regime. No correction or subtraction of background is
applied, which is reliable in this case because the background in the time spectrum is generated by
Compton events of higher-lying transitions in 180 Pt. These transitions all have a short lifetime and
should lie within the prompt peak. The spectrum after applying the HPGe gate was checked for other
contaminations, and nothing but the higher-lying states in 180 Pt was observed. The function
F (t) =

N0 − t−t0
t − t0
σ
e τ [1 − er f ( p − p
)]
τ
2τ
2σ

(5.1)
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has to be fitted to the time spectrum, where er f is the errorfunction. The result is in agreement with
the GCD method and even gives a slightly smaller error. In summary four lifetimes were measured for
the lowest yrast states in 180 Pt, which are now reliable and consistent within all the different analyses.
+
De Voigt et al. [32] determined longer lifetimes for the 4+
1 and 21 state, which is probably related to

feeding as they were using γ-ray singles. The result of Williams et al. [33] is confirmed within the
statistical error. Only the recent result of Chen et al. [39] can not be explained without further ado.
Since the analysis used also γ − γ coincidences and DDCM there should be no feeding contribution.
+
It is striking that the lifetime of the 4+
1 and 61 state are systematically longer by the same factor.

This could hint to a problem affecting all lifetimes, e.g. a wrong recoil velocity, but without detailed
information about the analysis this can not be explained.

The corresponding transition strengths to the extracted lifetimes were calculated model independend
to compare these to predictions of nuclear models. An IBM-1 calculation was performed using a
minimum set of parameters and without any configuration mixing. For the calculation the code
ArbModel [41] was used with the Hamiltonian


ζ χ χ
Q̂ · Q̂
H(ζ, χ) = c (1 − ζ)n̂d −
4NB

(5.2)

and only two free parameters ζ and χ. c is a scaling parameter for the energies and NB the boson
number. The reproduction of not only the level energies and B(E2) values (within the error bars)
of the yrast band, but also the excitation energies and relative transition strengths of the β and γ
band as well as of another 0+ state in this energy regime is remarkably well. This shows already
that no second configuration is needed for the description of midshell Pt isotopes. There existed an
older IBM calculation also without configuration mixing from McCutchan et al. [34] for a chain of
even-even Pt isotopes. Having in mind that less information on transition strengths was known at
this time, it is in good agreement with the present calculation and shows the description on a larger
scale. The parameters ζ and χ are as expected close to the X(5) symmetry in the Casten triangle, but
on the axially-deformed rotor side. Approaching the shell closure with respect to the Os isotopes one
would expect a trend to sphericity, if the simple Nπ · Nν scheme is valid. A second model calculation
was performed using the GCM [36], which can describe intrinsically also shape coexistence. The
predictions are again in good agreement with the experimental results. The potential energy surface
is extracted from the collective potential showing only one minimum with some γ softness, but clearly
pointing to a prolate rotor without shape coexistence. Both models motivate that also the rigid
rotor model will give a valid description. Therefore the transition quadrupole moments Q t and the
corresponding deformations β are calculated. The first observation is that the Q t values are nearly
constant following the trend for a rotor and not the expectations in X(5) nuclei. Secondly the absolute
value of β is the same for the higher lying states in the even-even neighbor 182 Hg, which are explained
via an intruder configuration [21, 22] (c.f. Fig.6). The interpretation in the present work is, that
the intruder configuration becomes the ground state. In an alternative approach with configuration
mixing employing mean-field and IBM aclculations [42], the authors admit that the configuration
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mixing does not show up explicitly. This further supports the hypothesis of a weakening of the shell
closure. This does not show up only in 180 Pt, but also in the neighboring even Pt isotopes. In 178 Pt
exactly the same behaviour is seen [43]. The case of 182 Pt is so far discussed favoring remnants of the
X(5) symmetry [31], but the absolute value of the transition quadrupole moments would also allow
an interpretation based on multiparticle-multihole excitations reaching the ground state. The main
argument for the X(5) hypothesis is a slightly lowered transition strength for the two lowest states
with respect to the higher-lying yrast states. This relies on a plunger experiment with very low recoil
velocity and due to the also low γ-ray energies unresolved components in the spectrum. It would be
+
182
worth to confirm the lifetime of the 2+
Pt with delayed coincidences as it was done
1 and 41 state in

within this work.

Another approach to increase the separation of shifted and unshifted component in a RDDS experiment on

182

Pt would be a reaction similar to the one used within the commissioning run of the

GALILEO plunger, e.g.

154

Sm(32 S, 4n)182 Pt or 154 Sm(34 S, 6n)182 Pt. In the commissioning also the 6n

channel was chosen with a 32 S beam impinging on a 154 Sm target leading to a high crosssection for
180

Pt in comparison to the quite symmetric reaction 98 Mo(86 Kr,4n)180 Pt used in the RDDS experiment

described so far. The latter has the advantage of a higher Doppler shift, but suffers from higher
crosssections on fusion-fission and Coulomb excitation. The asymmetric reaction worked well to reach
a proof of concept for the newly build plunger device within a short time using the known lifetimes
in

180

+
Pt. The goal to reproduce the lifetime of the 6+
1 state and being sensitive to the 81 lifetime

with high statistics was reached. The change of γ-ray spectrometer from GASP [44] to GALILEO [3]
made it necessary to change the concept of the plunger. GASP was opened sideways, while GALILEO
opens along the beam axis which circumvents the use of the Cologne coincidence plunger [45]. To
maximize the transparency for γ rays and charged particles, all optional components of a plunger
device (e.g. a piezo stack and an inductive transducer) were not included. The device consists of a
support structure attached to the chamber, which guarantees the mechanical stability with a minimum
of material and the plunger itself. The plunger is composed of a piezo motor with high precision,
that is operationable in high vaccuum as well as of two holders for target and degrader. This design
allows to install additional charged particle detectors, e.g. EUCLIDES [46] inside the target chamber.
The plunger part can be taken off the support structure and assembled outside of the chamber on a
mounting stand. This enables an easier mounting and alignment of the two foils and could be done in
principle also in a glovebox with inert gas or vaccuum if the target is very sensitive to oxygen. Within
the test run the mechanical compatibility with EUCLIDES was shown and also the precision of the
motor is high enough that a piezo stack is dispensable. Since this first proof of principle the plunger
device was used many times proving longterm stability and also in conjunction with EUCLIDES in
beam. The design idea is expendable to a plunger device with three foils for special cases and could
also have advantages for experiments at other accelerator facilities, because it can be taken out of
the chamber with good reproducabilty. An optical distance measurement could be used to align the
two foils and would also enable the measurement of absolute distances between the foils. Since the
degrader foil is fixed and the target is aligned, this must be done from the side of the target where
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there is usually no space. Finally also the analysis of the data resulted in lifetimes consistent with
the first experiment. The evaluation differed slightly from a standard procedure in a way, that gates
were set on both components of a feeding transition and depopulating transition. The coincident
events between the two unshifted components were subtracted from unshifted components of the
decay afterwards. This eases the fitting procedure and more importantly does not select a part of the
velocity distribution while taking into account all events coincident to a shifted feeding transition.

In the last part of this thesis the trend of shape coexistence in the mercury isotopes is investigated
towards even more neutron-deficient 178 Hg. The experiment was conducted in Jyväskylä (Finland) as
a RDDS measurement making use of RDT [7]. The crosssection of around 20 µb allowed a γ-singles
analysis only. To maximize the statistics for the nucleus of interest and minimize the background
events, the sortcode had to be adopted. Two methods were implemented in the code for GRAIN
[13]. The first one makes a random event subtraction using the timestamps of events from the γ
spectrometer JUROGAM II and the MWPC. The second one takes also consecutive α-decay events in
the focal plane into account just in the case that the first α particle escapes from the DSSSD detector.
The latter one increased the statistics by 25 % as expected from geometrical escape probability and
α-branching ratio. The former one was essentially to suppress the random Coulomb-excitation events
of the beam
energies in

78

78

Kr. Otherwise the analysis would not have been feasible, because of similar γ-ray

Kr and 178 Hg. The lifetime analysis was performed with only five HPGe detectors at

most extreme backward angles, while the whole JUROGAM II spectrometer was utilized to measure
the initial population of levels. A script for Mathematica [6] was written to print out the Bateman
equations in explicit form for any given feeding scenario. The function was then fitted to the decay
curve of the state of interest. Since only four target-to-degrader distances were measured and delayed
feeding with partially complicated branching has to be taken into account, the DDCM was not used. A
common assumption, that unobserved and observed feeding has the same time behaviour was proven
to be wrong in this case. Whereas the initial population was consistent with publications of similar
experiments [47], the lifetimes of the four lowest yrast states in 178 Hg were measured for the first time.
In comparison to the next heavier even Hg isotopes the trend of E2 transition strengths with respect
to the initial spin is completely different. Putting the transition quadrupole moment against the initial
spin in a diagram, a constant value hints for a rotational band with unchanged deformation. The same
holds for the kinetic moment of inertia ℑ(1) as a function of frequency ω(J → J − 2). Both indicate a
178
structural change at the 4+
Hg. A mixing calculation was performed, similar to the ones for
1 state in

the heavier midshell Hg isotopes [25–27]. The conclusion is that in all cases the contribution in the
wavefunction from states of a different structure is small but the structural change in 178 Hg is shifted
to higher energies. More precisely the 2+
1 state belongs to the weakly oblate deformed ground-state

band whereas the rotational band with larger deformation becomes yrast at the 4+
1 state. The small

+
overlap of the wavefunctions reduces therefore the B(E2;4+
1 → 21 ), which by chance resembles the

+
2+
1 → 01 transition in terms of transition quadrupole moment. In the heavier Hg isotopes already the

+
+
2+
1 state belongs to the intruder structure reducing the B(E2) and Q t value of the 21 → 01 transition.

The difference is evident in the deformation of the higher-lying rotational band, 178 Hg manifests a
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much larger deformation of β ≈ 0.4. This is an intermediate value between a normal deformation
and superdeformation (SD), which is also known and explained for a negative parity band in 186 Hg
build upon a 11− state [48]. The deformation of the low-lying structure is fully consistent with the
measurement of charge radii via isotope shifts and changes only very little and smoothly with respect
to the mass [24]. The isotope shift measurements also show a significant staggering of charge radii
between even and odd Hg isotopes just around midshell. The ground state of the odd nucleus has a
larger charge radius compared to the even neighbor, which breaks down at 179 Hg. It confirms again
that the deformation driving structure ist shifted to higher excitation energy for neutron-deficient Hg
isotopes. Further the authors explain the observed deformation with the occupation of the π(h 9 )
2

and ν(i 13 ) orbitals within a Monte Carlo shell model (MCSM) calculation. Ma et al. [48] claim also
2

neutron excitations involving the ν[651] 12 orbital at large deformations to explain the intermediate
deformation in 186 Hg. In contrast, all existing model calculations for 178 Hg take only into account
proton intruder structures. Particularly Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations using the Gogny-D1M
energy density functional and mappings to the PES of the IBM are available [49]. The IBM version is
extended to configuration mixing of 2p-2h proton excitations (up to 190 Hg) and distinguishes between
protons and neutrons (IBM-2). Nevertheless the model predicts a trend towards near-spherical shapes
with a vanishing prolate minimum of normal deformation β ≈ 0.25 − 0.3 for A ≤ 178. In the recent
publications only total routhian surface (TRS) calculations existing for

172−176

Hg [50] predict a

well-deformed (β ≈ 0.35) minimum evolving in the PES with increasing neutron number. Earlier
W. Nazarewicz prognosticated SD bands leading to various shape-coexisting configurations for Hg
isotopes with N ≤ 98 [28]. Unfortunately the experimental data was rather sparse at this time for
proton-rich nuclei and many questions remained open. Though many predictions were correct, e.g.
186
the oblate 0+
Pb [51], the picture stays rather qualitative. No MCSM calculation exists for
2 state in

excited states, except isomeric states. From a theoretical point of view new calculations are needed
not excluding possible neutron-intruder structures, which is not yet implemented in IBM codes so
far. Alternatively MCSM calculations would be of high interest for the whole chain of Hg isotopes.
Experimentally again the neighboring Pt isotopes become interesting, as 174,176 Pt seem to be feasible
for a γ − γ coincidence RDDS experiment in contrast to 176 Hg. The intermediate deformation may
be also seen there to further test the models and understand the dominating structure as it was the
case for the normal deformed intruder structure at midshell. In the case of 176 Pt there exists older
γ-singles data, but no clear conclusion can be drawn taking into account excitation energies and
transition strengths, where the influence of delayed feeding is possibly underestimated. The transition
quadrupole moments shown in Fig. 6 look rather similar to 178,180 Pt, just with slightly lower absolute
values and consistent with the expected trend for a rotor. However the level scheme hints for a
vibrational excitation at low spins, i.e. the R4/2 ratio in
value of 2 for a vibrator. In

174

176

Pt is 2.14 and close to the expectation

Pt no transition strengths are known. To illustrate the changes of the

level scheme for the platinum isotopes the kinetic moments of inertia are again calculated and shown
in Fig. 5 as it was done within the publication on 178 Hg. One notices the constant trend for 178,180 Pt
with respect to the frequency (as expected for a rotor) and the similarity of the kinetic moments
of inertia for the isotones

174

Pt and

176

Hg (c.f. Fig. 7 in publication III). The kinetic moments of
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inertia in 176 Pt indicate the beginning of a structural change, but lifetimes to determine the transition
strengths should be checked.
Fig. 6 summarizes what has been achieved in this work, the spin-dependent transition quadrupole
moments are presented for the even-even neutron-deficient Hg and Pt nuclei. It shows the similarities
between midshell Pt and Hg nuclei, where the more deformed structure reaches the ground state in
platinum while lying at higher spins in mercury. If one neglects small variations, then the absolute
values of transition quadrupole moments are for 180 Pt and 182 Hg both Q t =8 eb. On the other hand
leaving midshell towards more proton-rich Hg isotopes the change in absolute value of deformation
is visible as well as the shift to higher spins.

Figure 5: Kinetic moments of inertia ℑ(1) (J) for the Pt isotopes as a function of frequency ω(J→J-2)
for transitions along the yrast line up to the 10+ state.
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Figure 6: Transition quadrupole moments between the lowest yrast states in 178 Hg, 180 Hg [25], 182 Hg
[25], 176 Pt, 178 Pt [43] and 180 Pt, Z and N are the proton and neutron number respectively.
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